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Abstract
The extinction risk of a species is not random, but rather shaped by several factors comprising
geographical, environmental and morphological traits. Some of these traits have been incorpo-
rated in assessment procedures for the classification of extant species’ extinction risk, such as
the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List. These assessments are an
important tool for conservation purposes, as they direct the available resources to species that
are most reliant on support. This is especially important for amphibians, which today represent
the vertebrate taxon with the highest proportion of threatened species.
However, a large number of species lack an assessment for extinction risk. Also, additional
verification of the general influence of incorporated traits on extinction risk is still needed, as real
extinction events are difficult to detect on neontological time scales. The fossil record offers the
opportunity to test the influence of certain traits on extinction risk as it provides an enormous
archive of extinction events that already happened, together with some of the traits of the species
that have gotten extinct.
In this thesis, I examine traits in amphibian species that contribute to the extinction risk of
this increasingly endangered group and provide support for the importance of geographic range
size on the extinction risk of species. Placed in the developing field of Conservation Paleobiology,
the study concentrates on the connection between paleontological and neontological data and
how this unique combination can add to the knowledge about traits that shaped the extinction
risk of amphibian species. This is achieved by quantitatively investigating species traits, con-
served in the amphibian fossil record, and combining these findings with results from the IUCN
Red List and climate data.
I show in paper 1 that the habitat type, one of the factors likely influencing extinction risk
today, showed a contrasting influence in the fossil record dataset. While for extant species
flowing water bodies are a potential factor for an increased extinction risk, species from similar
habitats in the fossil record showed a decreased extinction risk. Alterations in the suitability of
the habitat type might be a likely cause for this pattern, as anthropogenic influences are known
to have disproportionally affected flowing waters.
The central aspect of this thesis is addressed in paper 2 and shows the prediction of the
extinction risk of extant amphibian species with a model based entirely on paleontological data
of extinct species. This model achieved high consensus between predicted duration and the
extinction risk of species assessed via the IUCN Red List, showing that the combination of large
scale paleontological and neontological data is possible. In this model, the geographic range size
was supported as the most influential factor for extinction risk of species. The application of
this paleo-fitted model on Data Deficient species, furthermore, shows the likely high extinction
risk of this group. Hence this model is an additional option for identifying species which require
protection, even for species with lacking data on population dynamics.
In paper 3, I used the novel connection of the amphibian fossil record and climate data
derived from oxygen isotopes to investigate the temporal stability of the most influential trait
for extinction risk; the geographic range size. The influence of this trait on extinction risk proved
to be temporally stable, which is an important result as it supports the major role of the range
size for extinction risk even over long time periods and under varying environmental conditions.
Additionally, the observed minor changes in the connection between range size and duration
seem to be influenced by global climatic patterns, especially by the meridional temperature
gradient.
A closer collaboration between the fields of paleontology and species conservation has often
been suggested, because of the similarity in goals. The present dissertation shows possible
applications of the fossil record to current questions in conservation biology and shows how
a combination of both fields contributes to the understanding of factors that influence the
extinction risk of species.
Kurzfassung
Das Aussterberisiko einer Art ist nicht zufa¨llig, sondern wird von mehreren Faktoren bestimmt,
die geografische, o¨kologische und morphologische Merkmale umfassen. Einige dieser Merkmale
sind Teil der Kriterien zur Einscha¨tzung der Gefa¨hrdung einer Art, wie zum Beispiel in der Roten
Liste der Internationalen Union zur Bewahrung der Natur und natu¨rlicher Ressourcen (IUCN).
Diese Beurteilungen sind ein wichtiges Werkzeug fu¨r den Artenschutz, da sie eine Verteilung der
Maßnahmen auf die am sta¨rksten gefa¨hrdeten Arten ermo¨glichen. Dies ist besonders wichtig fu¨r
Amphibien, die Wirbeltiergruppe mit dem derzeit ho¨chsten Anteil an bedrohten Arten.
Bei einem großen Teil der Arten fehlt jedoch eine Einscha¨tzung des Aussterberisikos. Weiter
mangelt es auch an einer endgu¨ltigen Verifizierung des Einflusses der genutzten Merkmale auf
das Aussterberisiko, da Aussterbeereignisse auf neontologischen Zeitskalen schwer zu erkennen
sind. Der Fossilbericht stellt ein enormes Archiv an bereits geschehenen Aussterbeereignissen
dar, in dem auch verschiedene Merkmale der ausgestorbenen Arten erhalten sind. Damit bietet
er die Mo¨glichkeit den Einfluss bestimmter Merkmale auf die Gefa¨hrdung zu testen.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit untersuche ich Merkmale von Amphibienarten, die zum Ausster-
berisiko dieser zunehmend gefa¨hrdeten Gruppe beitragen und besta¨tige die Bedeutung der ge-
ographischen Reichweite fu¨r das Aussterberisiko. Die in dem sich aktuell entwickelnden Gebiet
Conservation Paleobiology angesiedelte Arbeit konzentriert sich auf die Verbindung von pala¨on-
tologischen und neontologischen Daten, und wie diese einzigartige Kombination dazu beitragen
kann das Wissen u¨ber Aussterberisiko-beeinflussende Faktoren zu erweitern. Dies wird durch die
quantitative Analyse verschiedener im Fossilbericht u¨berlieferter Artmerkmale und der Kombi-
nation der daraus gewonnenen Erkenntnisse mit Ergebnissen der Roten Liste zu rezenten Arten
und Klimadaten erreicht.
Ich zeige in Paper 1, dass der Einfluss des Habitattyps, ein vermutlich einflussreicher Faktor
fu¨r das Aussterberisiko, im Fossilbericht einen gegenteiligen Einfluss zeigt als heute. Wa¨hrend
fu¨r rezente Arten Fließgewa¨sser ein potenzieller Faktor fu¨r ein erho¨htes Aussterberisiko sind,
zeigen fossile Arten in vergleichbaren Habitaten ein verringertes Aussterberisiko. A¨nderungen
in der Eignung des Habitats selbst ko¨nnten eine mo¨gliche Ursache hierfu¨r sein, da Fließgewa¨sser
unverha¨ltnisma¨ßig stark durch anthropogene Einflu¨sse beeintra¨chtigt werden.
Der zentrale Aspekt dieser Arbeit wird in Paper 2 behandelt und zeigt die Vorhersage
des Aussterberisikos von rezenten Amphibienarten mit einem Modell, das ausschließlich auf
pala¨ontologischen Daten ausgestorbener Arten beruht. Dieses Modell erreicht einen hohen Kon-
sens zwischen der vorhergesagten Dauer und der Einscha¨tzung des Aussterberisikos durch die
IUCN und zeigt damit, dass die Kombination von pala¨ontologischen und neontologischen Daten
mo¨glich ist. In diesem Modell war die geographische Verbreitung der einflussreichste Faktor
fu¨r das Aussterberisiko . Die Anwendung dieses mit Pala¨o-Daten erstellten Modells auf Daten-
defizita¨re Arten zeigt die wahrscheinlich starke Gefa¨hrdung dieser Gruppe. Das Modell stellt
damit eine zusa¨tzliche Option zur Identifizierung bedrohter Arten dar, auch fu¨r Arten mit fehlen-
den Daten zur Populationsdynamik.
In Paper 3 habe ich mit der innovativen Verbindung des Amphibienfossilberichts und Klima-
daten, abgeleitet aus Sauerstoffisotopen, die zeitliche Stabilita¨t des Einflusses der geographischen
Verbreitung auf die Gefa¨hrdung untersucht. Der Einfluss der Verbreitung auf die Gefa¨hrdung
stellte sich hierbei als zeitlich stabil heraus und unterstreicht dabei die wichtige Rolle der ge-
ographischen Verbreitung fu¨r das Aussterberisiko auch u¨ber lange Zeitra¨ume und unter un-
terschiedlichen Umweltbedingungen. Daru¨ber hinaus scheinen die beobachteten geringfu¨gigen
Schwankungen zwischen Verbreitung und Gefa¨hrdung von globalen Klimamustern beeinflusst
zu werden, insbesondere vom meridionalen Temperaturgradienten.
Eine engere Zusammenarbeit zwischen den Forschungszweigen Pala¨ontologie und Arten-
schutz wurde wegen den a¨hnlichen Zielen oft angeregt. In meiner Arbeit zeige ich mo¨gliche
Anwendungen des Fossilberichts auf aktuellen Themen des Artenschutzes und wie eine Kombi-
nation beider Bereiche zum tieferen Versta¨ndnis von Gefa¨hrdungsfaktoren beitragen kann.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Amphibians are commonly considered to be the most endangered vertebrate taxon (Baillie
et al., 2010, figure 1). Measures to help those endangered species to fight imminent extinction
are needed, but to effectively allocate the restricted resources in conservation, a best possible
identification of the most indigent species is crucial.
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Figure 1 Proportion of the conservation status for the three terrestrial vertebrate groups am-
phibians, mammals and reptiles as assessed by the IUCN Red List. Amphibians show the highest
proportion of Data Deficient species, the lowest proportion of Least Concern species, and also the
highest proportions in the three groups classifying a species as threatened (Vulnerable, Endangered
and Critically Endangered).
The way to estimate a species extinction risk has undergone several revisions since the earliest
attempts in the 1950ies (Mace et al., 2008). These revisions included some editorial changes
and clarifications, like the further clarification and purpose of the criteria and the inclusion of a
section about data uncertainty and how to deal with it. Additionally, changes to the criteria itself
were made, like the adjustment of quantitative thresholds for population sizes, or the additional
differentiation between geographic range size measures to account for scaling problems between
different taxa (Hilton-Taylor (Compiler), 2000). The current procedure to estimate extinction
risk by the IUCN requires the application of five criteria; A) population size reduction, B)
Geographic range, C) Small population size and decline, D) Very small or restricted population,
E) Quantitative analysis. These criteria include information on the population size and its
dynamics, the geographic range size and its dynamics, as well as other quantitative analysis
methods (IUCN, 2012). This assessment procedure is based on the knowledge that extinction
does not happen randomly, but that specific attributes influence the likelihood of species to
become endangered and/or eventually extinct.
The search for these attributes is one of the major goals in conservation biology (Purvis
et al., 2000). Common patterns in traits influencing extinction risk over a broader range of taxa
and time periods are of special interest, as they yield the promise to more easily identify species
that are likely to be especially prone to threat. Studies showed that while some traits like the
geographic range size of species, the home range or population density show a consistent pattern
in their influence on extinction risk across several taxa, other traits like the generation time or
body size show differing results (Purvis et al., 2000).
Specifically, for extant amphibians it has been shown that the geographic range size has
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Figure 2 Major variables affecting amphibian species extinction risk, adapted from Sodhi et al.
(2008). Source for the disease picture: By CSIRO, CC BY 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/
w/index.php?curid=35445059
a strong negative correlation with extinction risk. Other factors having an additional influ-
ence on extinction risk comprise the body size, the habitat and its environmental variables like
precipitation and temperature, life history traits like the reproduction mode, or diseases like
the amphibian chytrid fungus (Cooper et al., 2008; Sodhi et al., 2008; Hirschfeld and Ro¨del,
2017, figure 2). Still, geographic range size was in all studies the most important factor, which
is likely explained by the ability of wide-ranging species to buffer local extinction events with
other populations.
An individual assessment of each of the currently known 7890 amphibian species (Amphibi-
aWeb, 2018) is hardly possible, as it is also reflected by the number of currently assessed 6609
species, of which 1515 species are classified as Data Deficient, leaving effectively about one third
of amphibian species without an estimation about their status. The lack of assessments has sev-
eral reasons, among them financial restrictions, limited work-power and the possibly restricted
accessibility of species in remote habitats (Purvis et al., 2000).
Although the IUCN Red List assessment criteria are thoroughly developed and have un-
dergone repeated adjustments, the verification that the eventual extinction was caused, or at
least influenced by, the traits that led to its assessment as threatened is difficult. Much of the
difficulty stems from the restricted abilities to actually observe extinction events, which emerge
from study periods being too short to cover the whole process, or from failing to meet the formal
requirements to actually declare a species extinct. The IUCN Red List, as an example, requires
extensive surveying of the complete potential habitat of an extinction candidate species, which
also includes remote areas Purvis et al. (2000). As a result, there remains some uncertainty about
whether or not the suspected traits eventually do lead to extinction. Therefore, it inevitably
needs real extinction events for the verification of the influence of these traits on extinction risk
(Mace et al., 1992).
The fossil record yields an extensive archive of species that eventually have gotten extinct.
Together with these numerous extinction events, several traits of these species have been pre-
served as well. And like in conservation biology, the search for attributes that influence the
extinction probability, or longevity, of species has been of interest in paleobiology, since at least
the 1980ies, and especially since datasets suitable for macroecological studies have become more
easily available (Harnik et al., 2012; McKinney, 1997; Sheehan and Hansen, 1986; Jablonski,
1986; LaBarbera, 1986). Pointing out the similar interests between these two fields of ecological
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research, several studies have suggested and encouraged a closer connection of both research ar-
eas to benefit both (Dietl and Flessa, 2011; Fritz et al., 2013). These publications being opinion
papers, so far still only one study has made actual use of the fossil record to apply the findings
directly to extant species to learn about their extinction risk (Finnegan et al., 2015).
This thesis consists of 3 studies that are practical implementations of the called-for closer
connection of paleobiology and conservation, in the evolving field of Conservation Paleobiology.
1.2 Working hypothesis
In this study I tested several aspects of the integration of paleontological and neontological data.
In a first step I address a major criticism towards paleontological data, the quality of the
fossil record. As it is common knowledge, the fossil record is never complete and only depicts a
small proportion of the species that have roamed the earth. Therefore a proper assessment of
the quality and the potential biases of the amphibian fossil record lays the basis for all following
analysis. I tested the quality of the fossil record by using four common techniques / metrics; the
preservation potential of amphibians, the completeness of their fossil record, the reliability of
short-lived species (single-interval taxa), and for preservation differences between habitat types
to account for the unique life-cycle of amphibians and this potential bias on the fossil record.
While testing for habitat preservation differences, I tested for the influence of the habitat type
on the duration. Habitat type, although not included in the Red List procedures, is a factor
that seems correlated with species extinction risk today. The comparison of the correlations of
this factor with extinction risk today and in the deep time fossil record provides information
about the temporal stability of its influence.
In a second step, I modeled the duration of extinct amphibian species using the collected trait
information from databases and the literature to 1) identify the traits that are most important
for extinction risk in amphibian species, 2) assess the applicability of a paleo-based model for the
prediction of extant species’ extinction risk. The identification of influential traits for extinction
risk is important as it can serve as verification of the usage of these traits in extinction risk
assessments of extant species. Additionally, the application of this model on extant species is
an important test, as it bridges the deep time scale of the fossil record and the short-time scale
of neontological ecology (like the IUCN Red List assessments).
As a third step, I conducted a detailed investigation of the temporal stability of the geo-
graphic range size and the possible influence of climate on the importance of this trait. Ge-
ographic range size turned out to be the most important factor for the duration of species in
the model established in the second paper. Therefore, assessing the temporal stability of its
influence on the extinction risk is important to estimate the universal applicability of this fac-
tor, especially in the light of changing environments and climate that we are currently facing. I
expected the influence of the geographic range size on extinction risk to be temporally stable,
given its ubiquitous appearance in studies on this matter in numerous taxonomic groups and
over differing time scales. However, especially for amphibians as ectothermic organisms, climate
variables like the meridional temperature gradient might have an influence on the geographic
range size, and therefore indirectly on the extinction risk of a species.
1.3 Relevance of the study
The aim of this thesis is to increase our ability to identify endangered species, which ultimately
aid in their conservation. Reasons to protect these species are rather simple: Amphibians play
an integral role in the functioning of ecosystems as well as having an esthetic and economic value
(Endangered Species Act of 1973). Their loss would therefore eventually affect human society
as well. Hence the protection of amphibians is of high significance.
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This study is as well the first of its kind that combines paleontological large-scale data with
neontological data in vertebrates, a concept that has been suggested several years ago but not
put into practice so far (Dietl and Flessa, 2011; Fritz et al., 2013). The results of this work
proved promising for the developing field of conservation paleobiology.
In the first paper (section 5.1), I have shown that the anthropogenic habitat alteration seems
to reverse the effect that the habitat type has on extinction risk. Knowing that this relationship
was different in the past potentially shows the vast extent of anthropogenic influence on these
habitats, marking them as aims of conservation efforts.
In the second paper (section 5.2), I provide validation for the vast influence of geographic
range size on the extinction risk using extinction events in the fossil record. I have shown that
data on extinction events from the fossil record can be used to provide additional knowledge on
extant species, besides differing time scales.
The importance and moreover stability of the range size gets further evaluated in the third
paper (section 5.3), where I show the temporal stability of the influence of the range size on
extinction risk, and moreover investigate the connection of this influence with long-term climatic
trends derived from oxygen isotope data.
2 Synthesis
2.1 The amphibian fossil record
The fossil record of amphibians comprises fossils from the last 330 million years, reaching back
to the Late Carboniferous. As for most vertebrate taxa, fossil amphibians are usually subjects
to morphological studies, but rarely to quantitative ones. Reasons for this are likely the lower
quantities in which amphibian, and vertebrate fossils in general, are made available. However,
exceptional preservation examples yield deep insights into the past ecology of amphibians, like
exceptionally preserved tadpoles from the Miocene in Spain (McNamara et al., 2009), including
soft-tissue, or the finding of middle Jurassic tadpoles in China (Yuan et al., 2003). Especially
the mostly bi-phasic life cycle of amphibians is a big advantage over other terrestrial vertebrate
taxa, as part of the life (juveniles as well as adults) needs to be spent in habitats with prefer-
ential preservation; lake and stream deposits (Schoch, 2014). The information conserved within
these fossils ranges from geographical information like geographic distribution of a species over
environmental information to morphological traits like the body size and even behavioral traits
(see figure 3 for an example of a well preserved Triadobatrachus massinoti, that has been used
to study locomotion in this stem salientian).
Analyzing the data quality of the amphibian fossil record in paper 1 set up the framework
for all of my following work based on the fossil data. Using the common completeness metrics,
I confirmed that among vertebrate taxa, the fossil record of amphibians is one of the most
incomplete (figure 1 paper 1), agreeing with the work of Fara and Benton (2000). Benton (2014)
compared the fossil record of land vertebrates in terms of completeness with the echinoderm one
and claims this record to be usually considered as ”good”.
However, the applied completeness metrics mainly aim at estimating taxonomic completeness
to assess the quality of diversity measures. The aim of my study was to collect a variety of
different trait combinations in species rather than estimating diversity indices. Acknowledging
this, I emphasize the lacking evidence for strong biases into a certain direction in the fossil
record, especially for the stratigraphic duration of species, which serves as the fossil equivalent of
extinction risk thoughout all papers in this work. Following an approach suggested by Fitzgerald
and Carlson (2006), no evidence was found for the geological stage level being too rough for an
analysis on the species level, therefore artificially causing single-interval species, creating a severe
bias in the response variable for the model in paper 2. I acknowledged the remaining uncertainty
by fitting the prediction model in paper 2 on a reduced dataset from which all single-interval
4
Figure 3 High-resolution cast of Triadobatrachus massinoti ; Early Triassic of Madagascar, as an
example of good preservation that allows for studies on locomotion. A) Ventral, B) dorsal view.
From Lires et al. (2016)
species were removed, as it is common practice in most quantitative analysis. While showing a
larger uncertainty in the prediction, indicated by a higher Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE,
supplement paper 2, table S5), the explanatory power of the model remained comparable. It has
to be mentioned that, in contrast to paper 2, excluding single-interval species from the analysis
in paper 1 leads to the loss of the formerly observed difference in duration between habitat
types. The reason is likely the relatively weak influence of the habitat type on the duration
in comparison to the geographic range size, the dominating variable of the prediction model in
paper 2.
Testing for potential bias from Lagersta¨tten and monographic effects turned out negative as
well, and a specimens completeness metric (Benton, 2008) showed as expected a minor influence
of taxonomy on the preservation, likely due to morphological differences (heavy skulls of Tem-
nospondyli). These differences disappeared when testing Lissamphibia taxa only, so excluding
the earliest amphibians Temnospondyli and Lepospondyli, which I acknowledged in paper 2
by running a model fitted exclusively on Lissamphibia taxa (supplement figure S15), yielding
comparable results (but again higher RMSE due to lower sample size, see supplement paper 2,
table S5).
Inaccuracies in the fossil record can never be ruled out and are most likely included in this
dataset as well. The important question remaining is, however, if missing parts are equally
distributed among taxa, environments, and time. From the combination of 1) lack of evidence
for strong specific biases, and 2) closely matching results when running the following analysis
on subsets of the data to exclude potential biases, I concluded that the fossil record would be
sufficient for the anticipated work.
2.2 The changing habitat influence
For living amphibians today, habitat type and extinction risk show the interesting correlation
of extinction risk being potentially higher in flowing water (lotic) environments (Stuart et al.,
2008). The IUCN Red List assessment results show that 36% of species from lotic habitats
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are categorized as threatened (or even extinct), whereas it is only 15% endangered species in
lentic habitats. One idea to explain this pattern includes the increased likelihood that animals
are being exposed to diseases in flowing water bodies. However, the exact mechanism remains
vague to this point, which led to the idea of paper 1, which investigates the habitat influence on
duration of extinct amphibian species.
I detected increased extinction risk in fossil amphibian species from low-energy water habi-
tats, which is in contrast to what is been observed today (figure 4).
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Figure 4 Modified from figure 3, paper 1. Durations of amphibian species in different environments.
Species were grouped into four basic (left) and two broader environmental categories (mid and
right). Black lines indicate the median and colored areas the range between first and third quartiles.
Significant differences are indicated by one, two and three asterisks indicating p-values smaller than
0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 from Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test, respectively (for exact values compare
electronic supplementary material, table S6).
In the discussion of paper 1, I argue that this apparent change in habitat influence on
extinction risk might be explained by either changes in the habitat demands of amphibians, or
changes in the habitat itself. Changes in amphibians life histories comprise the reduction in mean
body size, with only single species maintaining impressive body sizes like the giant salamander
Andrias, or the goliath frog (Conraua goliath). Larger body sizes were much more common in
Temnospondyli, who have been characterized as ”medium-sized to large aquatic predators” by
Schoch and Milner (2000). With changing body sizes, habitat requirements have likely changed
as well, however excluding the Temnospondyli from the analysis yielded similar results.
I concluded that the most likely course for this influence shift might be the varyingly strong
alteration of the habitat suitability by human influence. Formerly natural river systems are
being altered since earliest human settlements. Influences include habitat fractionation, the
spread of exotic species, logging activities which affect also the macroinvertebrate communities,
and a general disturbance of the habitat via mainly agricultural activities (Gillespie and Hero,
1999; Stone and Wallace, 1998; Willson and Doreas, 2003; Allan and Flecker, 1993; Everard
and Moggridge, 2012). While these factors act to some extent on lentic water bodies as well, it
might be the combination of more intensive human usage of flowing water bodies on one side,
and a more generally higher vulnerability of species from lotic habitats in comparison to lentic
species, which always had to deal with habitat alterations, like for example desiccation during
the reproductive periods.
This unexpected discovery in paper 1 had two consequences for the following analysis. For
once, the habitat type got excluded from the model that predicts the extinction risk of living
species in the paper 2. A variable that seems to change its influence over time would not be
of any help when trying to model the extinction risk of living species, as it assumes differing
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conditions. As the reason for this change is hard to pin down, the exclusion of this variable
seemed the safest thing to do.
Additionally, a closer investigation of the most important trait from the extinction risk
prediction model, the geographic range size, was performed in paper 3. This analysis had the
emphasis on temporal patterns in the trait itself and also in the influence strength of this trait.
2.3 Modelling extinction risk
Besides the long history of identifying traits that influence extinction risk, both in conservation
and paleontology, the next step to actually model extinction risk for living species has been rarely
made. Notable exceptions include for example the study by Howard and Bickford (2014), which
uses a Random Forest classification model to predict the conservation status of data deficient
amphibian species from geographical and life history traits. The model was fitted on available
data from the IUCN Red List and applied to the data deficient species, with a success rate of
74% (based on the model validation). Like in Sodhi et al. (2008), the geographic distribution
was the most influential factor in this model. As I point out in paper 2 however, the validation
of current assessments is still of high importance and needs real extinction events. Therefore,
the model by Howard and Bickford (2014) actually predicts the future assessment status of the
species when more data will be available, which does not necessarily comply with real extinction
risk.
A second study, which I partly closely followed methodologically, was published by Finnegan
et al. (2015). They used data from the fossil record to fit a Generalized Boosted Regression
Model (GBM) for predicting the intrinsic risk of modern genera. They consider their results
as paleontological baselines for extinction risk that would be true for genera without any hu-
man influence. While the setup of this study is similar to paper 2 of my thesis, it comprises
exclusively marine taxa, mostly invertebrates and marine mammals and sharks. The study does
not compare the predictions with current IUCN Red List assessments of species from the in-
cluded genera; however it compares the predicted extinction risks geographically with hotspots
of human activity.
The best GBM that I constructed in paper 2 connects the stratigraphic range (duration)
with several traits from fossil species and provided explanation for about 27% of the variation
in the duration of species.
Geographic range size was, unsurprisingly, the most influential variable in this model (see
table 1 paper 2), which agrees with plenty of studies from paleontological and neontological
ecological research, as outlined in the introduction. The application of this model on the extant
species dataset lead to predicted durations, which were compared with their IUCN Red List
assessment status (figure 5). To exclude the possibility that this pattern is an artifact of the
underlying model, caused for example by collinearity patterns in the input variables, I built
an additional model with similar parameters, but fitted on a randomized version of the fossil
dataset (Null model). This model performed much worse in explaining the duration of species
and did not lead to any reasonable pattern when applied to the extant species (figure 5). Ad-
ditionally, it needs to be pointed out that this prediction pattern remains mostly stable when
changing the model parameters, the model type, or even the composition of the fossil data it was
fitted with, for example by excluding single-interval species, or the early amphibian stem-taxa
Temnospondyli and Lepospondyli (figure S20).
The modeling results agree with the predictions by Howard and Bickford (2014), who found
that Data Deficient species should be on average at higher risk than most assessed species.
Finding this pattern being suggested by both models from extant and extinct species emphasizes
the urgency of proper assessments of these species.
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Figure 5 Predicted durations in million years for living amphibian species, based on the GBM
models fitted to extinct species, figure taken from paper 2: Tietje and Ro¨del (2018). Left: final
GBM, right: Null model. Model parameters were n trees = 200, interaction depth = 1, shrinkage =
0.01 and minimum number of observations in the trees terminal nodes = 5. Predicted durations are
grouped by their species’ IUCN Red List assessment status. GBM = Generalized boosted model,
GBM-NULL = Null model on randomized data. Red List categories (with number of species) are
Data Deficient (66), Least Concern (740), Near Threatened (98), Vulnerable (151), Endangered
(192), Critically Endangered (128), Extinct in the Wild (2), Extinct (5).
2.4 Temporal stability
The temporal stability of trait influence on extinction risk is a critical factor that needs to be
addressed when combining datasets from different times and also time scales. Larger instabilities
would question the general applicability of large-scale ecological patterns on current questions
in, for example, conservation. Moreover, I found in paper 1 that the influence of the habitat
on extinction risk seems to have changed over time, providing evidence that not all patterns
observed in the fossil are readily applicable for living species.
Geographic range size was the most important factor influencing extinction risk in paper 2,
in accordance with a vast number of publications from paleontology and neontological ecology.
Hence, if there are temporal variations in the influence strength of traits, it would be most easily
detectable in the range size.
To test the temporal stability of the influence of range size on extinction risk, I divided the
dataset into geological periods and tested the correlation strength of geographic range size and
duration in each period (figure 6). All results where within two times standard deviation of the
Null model, showing that the influence strength does vary slightly over time, but none of the
variations are significant. This supports the applicability of the results from paper 2 by adding
evidence for the temporal stability of the influence of geographic range size.
As climatic conditions are known to be influential for geographic range sizes, maybe even
more so for amphibian species as ectotherms, I added climate data on the global mean tem-
perature and the global meridional temperature gradient to the analysis, both derived from
available oxygen isotope data (Veizer and Prokoph, 2015). While the mean global temperature
did not seem to be of any effect, the temperature gradient was correlated with both geographic
range size, and the correlation strength of range size with duration (figure 2 and S4, paper 3).
The latter finding would potentially show that the influence strength of geographic range size
on extinction risk varies with the meridional temperature gradient; however few of the linear
models fitted on the correlation data are significant due to small sample size (table 1, paper 3).
A large temperature gradient likely corresponds to smaller potentially suitable habitats, and
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Figure 6 Correlation of geographic range size and duration of species in different geologic periods,
taken from paper 3. Correlation was assessed using Spearmans rank correlation. The number of
species per period visualized as the size of the dots, significance of the correlation is visualized as
shape of the data points, with p-values smaller than 0.05 being visualized as triangles. The solid
blue line depicts the overall mean correlation, the dashed lines are the two-times standard deviation
of correlation distribution gained from repeated calculation of the correlation from a random subset
of the data.
it correlates with lower importance of the range size for extinction risk. A possible explanation
might lie in stronger competition in smaller habitats, making competitive abilities more impor-
tant for survival than a large spread. Further studies on this topic are required to aid to a better
understanding of these entangled variables and the potential influence of climate on them.
3 Conclusions and outlook
The findings of this thesis provide new insights into the possibilities and challenges of combining
paleontological and neontological data. I have shown that not all traits seem to be temporally
stable (paper 1), while the geographic range size is stable, with minor variations being likely
explained by climatic influence (paper 3). Additionally, the geographic range size was confirmed
as the most important factor for extinction risk in amphibians (paper 2). Both results are
encouraging that the combination of fossil and neontological data is possible, even with fossil
records of taxa usually considered as rather incomplete.
Paper 3 shows the combination of climate data with paleobiological data from the fossil
record, a rather new combination and in this extent a slightly rough analysis, given the time
scales and the sample sizes from the fossil record for each time unit. However, there seems to
be a very interesting relationship between range sizes and the meridional temperature gradient,
which are worth to be investigated in more detail in the future, maybe also across different taxa,
given the universal influence of geographic range size. The incorporation of geochemical data,
providing proxies for environmental changes, and paleontological data seems to hold a valuable
approach in the future.
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Trait analysis has become a crucial tool for assessing the
extinction risk of species. While some extinction risk-trait
relationships have been often identical between different
living taxa, a temporal comparison of fossil taxa with related
current taxa was rarely considered. However, we argue that
it is important to know if extinction risk-trait relations are
constant or changing over time. Herein we investigated the
influence of habitat type on the persistence length of amphibian
species. Living amphibians are regarded as the most threatened
group of terrestrial vertebrates and thus of high interest to
conservationists. Species from different habitat types show
differences in extinction risk, i.e. species depending on flowing
waters being more threatened than those breeding in stagnant
sites. After assessing the quality of the available amphibian
fossil data, we show that today’s habitat type-extinction risk
relationship is reversed compared to fossil amphibians, former
taxa persisting longer when living in rivers and streams, thus
suggesting a change of effect direction of this trait. Neither
differences between amphibian orders nor environmentally
caused preservation effects could explain this pattern. We
argue this change to be most likely a result of anthropogenic
influence, which turned a once favourable strategy into a
disadvantage.
1. Introduction
With an increasing number of species being potentially threatened
by anthropogenic environmental changes, scientists have been
searching for new insights into how to determine the extinction
risk of species [1–3]. Using traits—biotic and spatial characteristics
of a species—has become a common method to estimate this risk
[4,5]. The International Union for the Conservation of Nature
2017 The Authors. Published by the Royal Society under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/, which permits unrestricted
use, provided the original author and source are credited.
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(IUCN) for example uses a set of trait categories to assess the risk of species for their Red List, which is a
prime guide for conservation strategies [6].
When traits for a large variety of species are applied toward predictive conservation, it would be
important to know that the effect of a certain trait is actually stable, or at least influences the extinction
risk of different species in the same direction. Hence, it is of importance to test whether the targeted
traits are valid in extinction risk assessments across different species and over longer time scales. Such
validation would make the assessment process easier and comparable across a larger number of different
taxa. For instance a widely applied trait is species’ geographical range size [7]. Various examples from
living and fossil species revealed geographical range size as a good proxy for extinction risk [8–10].
However, it has also been shown that some traits, like body size and life history, do not necessarily
have the same effect size or even direction for differing taxa [8,11,12]. Given that differences in the
response of certain traits are possible between taxa that exist today, the validity of traits over longer
time scales should be of equal importance as the current state of species is always a product of their
evolutionary past, and traits naturally evolve together with their species. Assessing the trait-extinction
risk relationship in the past is possible by using the fossil record of species, which provides a great archive
of multitudinous species with different trait combinations over various timespans [13,14]. Not all, but
some of their traits, i.e. morphological ones, have been preserved over long time periods, and these can
be combined with the species’ longevity (duration). Thus, we can follow species from (an approximate)
first to last appearance in the fossil record and are able to test for a correlation between certain traits and
species’ durations, consequently drawing inferences about the influence of traits on the extinction risk.
In this study, we intended to assess the impact of habitat traits on amphibian survival in the past.
We chose to use amphibians for this task for several reasons: (i) amphibians are an old taxonomic
class, reaching 370 million years back into the late Devonian [15,16]. This increases the chance to gather
fossil species over a broad time scale; (ii) most amphibians have aquatic ontogenetic stages [17], which
makes them dependent on bodies of water and should be beneficial for fossil preservation; (iii) current
amphibian species are almost completely assessed for their conservation status and comprise the highest
proportion of endangered species among terrestrial vertebrates [18,19] and thus are of high interest
in current conservation efforts; and (iv) they exhibit a distinct difference in proportion of endangered
species between lotic (flowing) and lentic (stagnant) freshwater habitats, lotic species being seemingly
more threatened [20]. This habitat information is preserved in the fossil record.
We herein investigated whether an increased extinction risk in lotic amphibian species can be as well
inferred from the fossil record. Based on data from two databases and further literature, we assessed the
duration of extinct species in different habitat types. We tested for phylogenetic influence as well as for
influence of habitat-dependent preservation bias. Before analysing our data, we evaluated the quality of
the amphibian fossil record by applying several preservation and completeness metrics.
2. Methods
2.1. Data sources
The fossil amphibian data were collected from the Paleobiology Database (PbDb) on 15th February 2016
using http://fossilworks.org [21] and from the FosFARbase on 18th July 2016 using http://www.wahre-
staerke.com [22], collecting all available amphibian data with no restrictions on geological time. Data
downloaded included lithology, location and time (geological stage) of the fossil occurrences. Lithology
data was solely available from the PbDb and complemented by literature research where possible
(see supplement for lithology data with references). Downloads followed keyword searches with
‘Allocaudata, Amphibia, Anura, Caudata, Gymnophiona, Temnospondyli, Urodela’, and thus comprised
amphibian orders including their stem groups (Salientia, Urodela and Parabatrachia), Lepospondyli,
and the group of temnospondyl amphibians. Caudata and Urodela were used as interchangeable
terms owing to differing taxonomic opinions of the two databases. By including Lepospondyli and
Temnospondyli, we account for both the temnospondyl and lepospondyl origin hypothesis of modern
amphibians [23]. Our exact usage of taxonomic terms is explained in the electronic supplementary
material, table S1. Extinct species’ names follow the taxonomy used in the PbDb. Taxonomy from
fosFARbase was adapted to the names used in PbDb (electronic supplementary material, table S2).
Duplicate records were manually excluded from the search results as were all species or genera marked
with ‘aff.’, ‘cf.’ or ‘?’. We identified extant species according to their presence in the ‘Amphibian species
of the World’ database [24] and excluded those species from the fossil list of taxa.
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The final dataset contained 1658 occurrences from 620 extinct species, covering the amphibian fossil
record from the Carboniferous to the Holocene. In this dataset, 816 occurrences from 358 species
had lithology information and thus were included in the analyses of habitat influence on species
duration. For comparison, we collected taxon lists for extant and fossil mammals from the PbDb
(10th February 2016).
2.2. Data quality and completeness
As, for obvious reasons, data from the fossil record will be always incomplete, it is of high importance
to test datasets for potential preservation flaws [25,26]. As information on the quality of the amphibian
fossil record is sparse, we first assessed quality and completeness of our data by checking four factors
that could potentially bias our results: (i) preservation potential of amphibians; (ii) completeness of the
fossil record; (iii) reliability of single-interval species; and (iv) preservation differences between habitats.
The preservation potential was assessed by estimating the proportion of living taxa with a fossil record
and by calculating the preservation probability. The proportion of living taxa with a fossil record shows
the basic potential of a group to be preserved by counting how many living taxa of that group are already
preserved as fossils [27]. Another preservation probability estimate uses the range-frequency distribution
of fossil taxa. Using equation (2.1), following Foote and Raup [28] and Foote and Sepkoski [29], we
calculated the preservation probability for amphibian species, genera and families:
preservation probability = f
2
2
f1 ∗ f3
. (2.1)
Species duration was measured as number of geological stages from first to last occurrence of the species.
The frequencies f 1, f 2 and f 3 represent the proportion of taxa with durations of one, two and three
geological stages. Lower ratios indicate more taxa with short ranges and therefore a lower preservation
probability. Completeness of the fossil record was checked by applying the simple completeness metric
(SCM, [30]). The SCM measures completeness of the fossil record based on the gaps in each taxon’s
record. It was calculated as the ratio of observed fossil occurrences to total inferred fossil occurrences
([31], equation (2.2)). As result, lower SCMs show fewer gaps in the fossil record and therefore a higher
completeness. Calculations were done on species, genus and family levels:
SCM = known record
assumed record
. (2.2)
As the fossil data included a high percentage of single-interval species, simply removing them would
have resulted in a huge loss of diversity and the loss of potentially very shortly lived species. We thus
investigated the reliability of short durations in these species following Fitzgerald and Carlson [32]. We
determined the proportion of single-interval species from lagerstätten as well as monographic effects in
our data to test for their effect on the number of single-interval taxa. Lagerstätten provide an exceptional
amount and/or quality of preserved fossils [33], increasing the probability to find rare species. Similarly
a focused sampling on one temporal interval can cause an increase in single-interval taxa (monographic
effect), as it increases the probability to find rare species. Both factors intensify sampling of one region
or time frame and can lead to a higher proportion of single-interval taxa. Rare species detected this way
would probably be overlooked with less intense sampling, which would result in these species being
falsely detected as single-interval species. We assessed the proportion of single-interval taxa described
in monographies (publications which covered more than 20 occurrences) and compared those to the
proportion in the complete dataset. Different proportions of single-interval taxa would indicate that
the data suffer from monographic effects. We estimated the influence of lagerstätten by comparing the
amount of single-interval species from lagerstätten and the complete dataset using Pearson’s χ2 test for
count data (significance level α = 0.05). Besides lagerstätten and monographic effects, we also tested for
correlation between geological stage durations and species richness, number and proportion of single-
interval species per stage. A correlation could indicate that single-interval species were not necessarily
short-lived, but a result of the temporal resolution of the rock record, meaning the variability of stage
durations might influence the amount of single-interval species. Correlation analyses were done using
Spearman’s rank correlation.
Finally, differences in preservation probability between habitats were assessed using the specimen
completeness metric by Benton [34]. This metric assigns each occurrence increasing values from one
to five, according to the conditions of the available specimens (isolated bones, one (nearly) complete
skull, several skulls, one (nearly) complete skeleton, and several skeletons). High values indicate a
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Figure 1. Lithologies were assigned to four habitat categories (stagnant, low-velocity, medium-velocity and high-velocity), reflecting
an increase of water flow energy and thus a continuum from stagnant to strongly flowing water, which is also visible by an increase in
grain size and sedimentary structures (e.g. cross-stratification). Other habitat categories used in the analysis were low and high energy
(level 3), reflecting a broader categorization scheme, and the two contrasting habitat categories lentic and lotic (level 2). Further rock
types representing the category stagnant are: coal, diatomite, dolomite, gyps lignite, marl, peal, phosphorite and tuff.
good preservation of the specimens, and differences in specimen completeness between habitats were
calculated. Differences between taxonomic groups were also taken into account. Finding more complete
specimens in a particular habitat would indicate a higher preservation probability and thus longer
overall species durations. As the condition of specimens was not available for all data, respective
samples of occurrences from each environment were used (n= 81, 72, 35, 14 for stagnant, low-velocity,
medium-velocity, high-velocity, respectively). The specimen completeness between habitats was compared
using Kruskal–Wallis rank sum test and Wilcoxon rank sum test for pairwise comparisons (fdr p-value
correction).
2.3. Species duration, habitat and range size
Species durations were determined following Harnik [8]. We calculated the distance between geological
stage mid-points of first and last occurrence of a species in millions of years, rounded to the next 1 million
years. Species durations were compared between different taxonomic groups and habitats, as well as
between habitats within each taxonomic group to control for phylogenetic dependence, using Kruskal–
Wallis rank sum test and Wilcoxon rank sum test for pairwise comparisons (fdr p-value correction).
To quantify the difference between those groups, we compared trimmed means. The trimmed mean
is a robust estimate for the mean of an asymmetric distribution [35]. We used default settings provided
by the describe function from the R psych package (trim = 0.1).
Fossil occurrences were assigned to different habitat categories based on their lithological context.
As lithology reflects the sedimentary environment, and therefore the habitat in which the organism
fossilized [36], we used lithology as a first order approximation of energetic regime and assigned each
occurrence to one of four basic habitat categories. The assignment process is depicted in figure 1. We used
three different sets (levels) of habitat categories: the first level comprised four distinct habitat categories,
representing increasing energy in each depositional setting (stagnant, low-velocity, medium-velocity, high-
velocity); a second level differentiated lentic from lotic depositional setting; and a third level indicated
either a low or high energetic depositional setting. Level two and three assignments derived from level one
data. We avoided redundant assignments and therefore bias caused by differing number of occurrences
between species. When comparing species duration between habitats, the duration of a species got
assigned once to the same habitat category on each level, regardless of the number of lithologies it
occurred in. Therefore, a species with occurrences e.g. in claystone and shale was included only once
in the category stagnant. The same principle was followed for the other habitat categories. Occurrences
were excluded from analysis if they did not provide sufficient information to allow assignment to one of
the four first level categories. This was the case for records with missing lithology data or data entries that
did not allow inference on original energetic setting (e.g. ‘cave infill’). Differences in durations between
habitat groups were tested using Kruskal–Wallis rank sum test and Wilcoxon rank sum test for pairwise
comparisons (fdr p-value correction).
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Figure 2. Comparison of simple completeness metric (SCM) for Cretaceous tetrapod groups from different years. Adapted from Fara &
Benton [46] and completed with SCM values based on our dataset for 2016. SCM was calculated on the family level. The empty circle
represents the total SCM value for amphibians; the solid ones give the value for Cretaceous families only.
We aimed at excluding phylogenetic dependence from purely environmental effects and therefore
checked for differences between the durations and habitat preferences of the taxonomic groups. If species
within some taxa naturally would have had longer/shorter durations than those of other taxa, and in
addition would only occur in certain habitats, then longer durations in these habitats might not be caused
by habitat, but simply be a result of one taxon dominating the habitat. A chi-squared test was used to
test for differences between the expected and the observed frequencies of habitat categories within taxa.
Differences in duration between habitat categories were compared within taxonomic groups.
Comparisons between taxonomic groups were always done on two taxonomic levels to account for
the phylogenetic structure of the data, making sure to only compare taxa of the same hierarchical level.
As Lepospondyli and Temnospondyli are both potential stem-group candidates for lissamphibians, we
did comparisons between Lissamphibia groups (Allocaudata, Gymnophiona, Salientia and Urodela)
and between the higher groups Temnospondyli, No-Temnospondyli (all species except Temnopondyli),
Lepospondyli and No-Lepospondyli.
Geographical range size was included in our analysis as range size is a well-known influential
factor for extinction risk in extinct and extant species [37,38]. Range size calculations followed the
approach by Finnegan et al. [3] based on occupancy. A grid of 2 × 2 decimal degrees was projected on
the palaeocoordinates of all occurrences and each occurrence assigned to a grid cell ID. The number
of different grid cells, occupied by one species, resulted in the final grid cell count for each species.
Geographical ranges were compared in the same way duration was compared between different habitat
groups.
All analysis were done using the R environment v. 3.3.2 [39] with the additional packages ggplot2,
readxl, gridExtra, psych, reshape and gsubfn [40–45]. An R script including analysis can be found in the
electronic supplementary material.
3. Results
3.1. Quality and completeness
Our dataset comprises fossil amphibian occurrences from the Visean to the Holocene. Median geological
stage duration was 5.7 million years with a median average deviation of 2.5 million years (n= 53).
The proportion of living amphibian families with a known fossil record was 33%, which is rather low
compared to various groups of invertebrates and fishes (electronic supplementary material, figure S1).
However, comparing amphibians with mammals showed that the preservation potential was smaller for
amphibian families, but higher for amphibian genera and species (electronic supplementary material,
table S3). The preservation probability of amphibians based on the duration frequency distribution
showed that 33% of the amphibian species and about half of the genera were preserved at least once
from one geological stage to the other (electronic supplementary material, table S3).
The SCM for species, genera and families showed values between 0.60 and 0.94 (electronic
supplementary material, table S3). A comparison of Cretaceous amphibians with other vertebrate taxa
placed their SCM at the lower end, yet slightly improving over time (figure 2, [46]). The SCM indicated
that from all geological stages potentially containing amphibian fossils, at least 60% actually did contain
fossil occurrences.
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While testing for potential biases concerning the durations of species, we found no correlation of
stage duration with species richness, number of single-interval species, or proportion of single-interval
species (|ρ|< 0.01, p> 0.95, n= 53), indicating that geological stage duration had no biasing effect on
the number of single-interval species. Ten per cent of PbDb species comprised occurrences tagged as
coming from lagerstätten. Of those species, 69% were single-interval species, compared to 87% of single-
interval species in the remaining, non-lagerstätten, dataset. Proportions of single-interval species thus
differed significantly (χ21 = 7.9, p< 0.01), but were not biased towards lagerstätten. In addition there was
no evidence for monographic effects, as publications describing a larger number of occurrences (more
than 20) contained only 20% single-interval species in these occurrences. Lagerstätten and monographic
effects were solely assessed for PbDb data, however we did not expect the two databases to differ in
this regard as proportions of single-interval species occurrences were within comparative ranges in
FosFARbase and PbDb (38% and 51%, respectively).
By comparing specimen completeness between different habitat categories we tested for habitat-
dependent preservation potentials and for differences in this potential between taxonomic groups.
For all amphibians, we found significant differences between the stagnant habitat category with both
low-velocity and medium-velocity categories (p< 0.05), with a larger trimmed mean in stagnant (electronic
supplementary material, table S4). The results were similar when we tested for differences individually
within the groups Urodela, No-Lepospondyli, No-Temnospondyli and Temnospondyli. Specimen
completeness also differed between the larger taxonomic groups, but not between lissamphibian
groups (electronic supplementary material, table S5). Temnospondyli and Lepospondyli showed higher
trimmed mean specimen completeness than other taxonomic groups. These results suggest a habitat
influence, and, to some degree, a taxonomic influence on specimen completeness, with specimens from
low-energy environments being more likely to be documented in the fossil record than specimens living
in high-energy environments.
Based on these analyses on the quality and completeness of the fossil data, we are confident to use
our data for the following analyses on differences in species’ durations between habitats.
3.2. Habitat
Lithological information was available for 816 occurrences from 358 species. We investigated if durations
of these species were connected to habitat type on three different levels (as defined in figure 1).
On the first level, we found significant differences in species’ durations among habitat categories
(electronic supplementary material, table S6). Pairwise comparisons showed that species’ durations
in medium-velocity were longer than those from stagnant depositions (p< 0.001; figure 3; electronic
supplementary material, table S6). Comparing durations from the broader categories low/high as well
as lentic/lotic levels, showed high and lotic species to have longer durations than species from low or
lentic settings (p< 0.05, figure 3, electronic supplementary material, table S6). These results indicate
that species which lived in high-energy environments prevailed for longer periods than species from
low-energy environments.
We tested for a phylogenetic signal in our data by comparing durations between taxonomic groups as
well as between habitat preferences. We found significant differences between durations of Allocaudata
and Salientia, with Allocaudata displaying longer median durations. Significant differences were also
found between Temnospondyli and all other taxa (No-Temnospondyli), with No-Temnospondyli having
a larger trimmed mean duration (figure 4a; electronic supplementary material, table S7).
For habitat preference, expected and observed frequencies of habitat categories did not significantly
differ among lissamphibian groups, but among the taxonomic groups Lepospondyli, Temnospondyli,
No-Lepospondyli and No-Temnospondyli (χ29 = 30.565, p< 0.001, figure 4b). Therefore, taxonomic
identity and habitat usage were not entirely independent. Comparing the observed habitat frequencies
with the expected frequencies revealed more than randomly expected occurrences of Lepospondyli
in stagnant and less in low-velocity and medium-velocity habitats (electronic supplementary material,
table S8).
As there were differences in the species duration, and to some extent in the habitat category
frequencies between taxonomic groups, we checked for taxonomic influence in our observed duration
pattern. We analysed the durations in habitat categories in all taxonomic groups individually. We
detected significant duration differences among habitats for the groups Salientia, No-Temnospondyli
and No-Lepospondyli on all environmental levels (except No-Lepospondyli in level 2, electronic
supplementary material, table S9). Pairwise comparison for level 1 habitat categories revealed significant
differences in the comparison groups stagnant/low-velocity and stagnant/medium-velocity for all three
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Figure 3. Durations of amphibian species in different environments. Species were grouped into four basic (level 1) and two broader
environmental categories (level 2 and 3; compare figure 1). Sample sizes for groups were: stagnant (214), low-velocity (130), medium-
velocity (56) and high-velocity (18); lentic (216) and lotic (176); low (319) and high (71). The upper panel shows the density distribution
of durations (bandwidth= 2 million years), the lower panel shows the durations as boxplots, with black lines indicating the median
and coloured areas illustrating the range between first and third quartiles. Significant differences are indicated by one, two and three
asterisks indicating p-values smaller than 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001, respectively (for exact values compare electronic supplementarymaterial,
table S6). The largest outliers were caused by Scapherpeton tectum and Gobiops desertus, two extremely long living species.
taxonomic groups (except No-Lepospondyli stagnant/low-velocity, electronic supplementary material,
table S10), with low-velocity and medium-velocity showing 1.1 to 3.5 million years larger trimmed mean
durations compared to stagnant habitat. Lotic species had 1.1 to 1.9 million year longer trimmed mean
durations than lentic species, and trimmed mean durations for high-velocity species were 1.3 to 1.8 million
years longer than for low-velocity species. These results indicate that the pattern of longer durations
in high-energy environments was strongest in Salientia, with Urodela and Temnospondyli showing
a similar but non-significant trend.
While determining if geographical range might influence our results, we found significant differences
between low and high-energy habitat categories on levels 1 and 3 (p< 0.001), with trimmed mean
geographical ranges being larger in high-energy environments (electronic supplementary material,
figure S2, table S11). The results showed that species from low energetic environments had a smaller
geographical range size than species from high energetic environments. We observed similar results
when controlling for geographical range size by analysing species with small and large range separately
(electronic supplementary material, table S12).
Although we assume that most single-interval species in our data represent a real signal rather
than being a result of preservation bias, we still wanted to consider the potential influence of false
single-interval species. Therefore, we checked for equal distribution of single-interval species among
habitats and tested for duration differences among habitats without single-interval taxa. Pearson’s χ2 test
showed that proportions of single-interval species differed between habitat groups (χ23 = 15.9, p< 0.01),
with stagnant showing more and medium-velocity showing less single-interval species than expected by
chance (electronic supplementary material, figure S3, table S13). On level 3, habitat differences were
significant as well (χ21 = 16.2, p< 0.001) with 87% of low energetic setting species being single-interval
species compared to 66% in high energetic settings (electronic supplementary material, figure S3). Level 2
showed no significant habitat differences for single-interval species. We therefore concluded that single-
interval species did overall occur more often in low energetic habitats. Excluding single-interval species
from the duration pattern analysis among different habitats resulted in severe data reduction and the loss
of the pattern observed in the complete dataset (electronic supplementary material, figure S4, table S14).
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Figure 4. Durations and habitat preferences. (a) Durations of amphibian species from different taxonomic groups. Numbers of species
for the groups were Allocaudata (11), Urodela (39), Parabatrachia (2), Salientia (80), No-Temnospondyli (171), No-Lepospondyli (310),
Lepospondyli (39), and Temnospondyli (178). Black lines in boxplots indicate themedian and coloured areas illustrate the range between
first and third quartiles. Significance differences are depicted by one, two and three asterisks indicating p-values smaller than 0.05, 0.01
and 0.001, respectively. (b) Frequency of species in habitat categories for different amphibian groups, each species counted once per
habitat category. Habitat categories as defined in figure 1. Parabatrachia had just two occurrences (from two species) which were from
the same, stagnant, environment.
4. Discussion
Our analyses showed that extinct amphibian species differed in their duration depending on the habitat
they lived in. Contrary to todays’ situation, where extinction risk seems to be higher in species living
and breeding in lotic waters [20], we found that extinct species persisted longer through time when they
occurred in flowing water. An extensive quality analysis of our data not only revealed that amphibian
data are at the lower end of available vertebrate fossil record quality (see also [30]), but also confirmed
that the data were of sufficient reliability for our analyses. In particular these tests proofed that the most
critical part of our data, the single-interval taxa, could be used as done herein.
4.1. Quality and completeness
Without knowing the weak spots of palaeontological data, the nonetheless fragmentary fossil record can
easily lead to false inferences. Although we are well aware that the fossil record of amphibians is not
perfect, we argue that for our approach the available data were sufficient.
To our knowledge the only studies hitherto explicitly examining the quality of the amphibian fossil
record applied an SCM and showed a record with more gaps than mammals, birds and reptiles in the
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Cretaceous period [30,46]. While our analysis confirmed these findings, we also found that the SCM
for all time intervals was higher than in the Cretaceous (electronic supplementary material, table S3),
which is also true for the complete tetrapod fossil record (fig. 2 in [30]). However, the SCM seems to
be heavily influenced by the high number of single-interval taxa, naturally not containing any time
gaps, and therefore potentially biasing the metric. Calculating the SCM on durations without their
range endpoints gave much lower metric values (electronic supplementary material, table S3), which
confirms the influence of single-interval species. The SCM was initially developed for usage on the family
level [30]. However, we worked on the species level, and thus we considered testing the reliability of
single-interval species to be more important than the SCM.
The preservation probability suggests the amphibian fossil record to be comparable to that of corals
(electronic supplementary material, figure S1), which are often used for community structure analysis
[47–49]. But comparing a terrestrial vertebrate taxon to a marine invertebrate taxon might not be very
insightful owing to the usually much better preservation in marine sediments [50] and the vastly
differing lifestyles of the taxa. The comparison of the amphibian data with those from mammals,
being predominantly terrestrial vertebrates as well, instead showed the preservation potential of the
amphibians to be lower on the family, but higher on the genus and the species levels (electronic
supplementary material, table S3). This imbalance in preservation potential between taxon levels could
hint at a family recognition problem, as morphological character differences between families are often
subtle in amphibians and might have been lost owing to their mostly fragile nature. However, this does
not affect our analysis as we solely focused on species durations.
More worrying was the high percentage of single-interval species in our fossil data, whose exclusion
resulted in the loss of any significant difference in duration between habitats (electronic supplementary
material, figure S4). Our analysis following Fitzgerald and Carlson [32] showed that the single-interval
species are probably a real phenomenon and not produced by preservation or sampling biases. Dubey
and Shine [51] support this view by giving a median age for extant anuran species of 1.5 million years,
which is smaller than the length of most geological stages, and making it plausible for many species to be
present in only one time interval. We also saw single-interval species being more common in low-energy
habitats (electronic supplementary material, figure S3), which we assume to be a real signal, as we would
expect the contrary given the better preservation potential in these environments. We argue that for our
dataset the resulting loss in biodiversity and sample size would pose a greater bias to the results than
occasional false single-interval species would do.
In accordance with our initial assumption of preservation potential being higher in calmer
environments [36], we observed the highest specimen completeness in lentic habitats. This suggests
that species from high-energy habitats should be affected the most by preservation bias and might have
truncated durations as a result. As our high-energy records actually had longer durations, we conclude
that the observed duration pattern is not because of a preservation bias. On the contrary, the effect of
habitat on species duration might be even stronger than observed. On a taxonomic level, the higher
overall specimen completeness detected for Temnospondyli and Lepospondyli is most likely attributed
to the more robust morphology of Temnospondyli [52], and the preference of lentic water bodies by
Lepospondyli (figure 4b). However, the higher preservation potential did not result in longer durations
for Temnospondyli (figure 4). We initially assumed that good preservation results in potentially longer
durations of species. In addition, differences in preservation potential of habitats might not only act on
the duration but also on the total number of preserved species. An increase in preservation potential, like
in low-energy habitats, might result in a larger proportion of short duration species, as fragile and rare
species become more likely to be preserved in the first place. On the other hand, the preservation of all
other species equally becomes more likely, and therefore their durations potentially longer. Depending on
the ratio of newly added short duration species on one end and extended species durations on the other, a
higher preservation potential might result in longer or shorter overall durations, or even no change at all.
How many rare and fragile species become added to the preserved fauna with increasing preservation
potential might depend on the morphological characteristics as well as abundance distribution of the
species within the respective fauna. As clarification of this issue is beyond the scope of this study,
we conservatively assume the effect of changing preservation potential between habitats to
be neutral.
4.2. Habitat and species’ duration
A basic assumption for our study is the correct assignment of occurrences to habitat categories. Out-of-
habitat transportation might be a factor influencing our outcomes, as post-mortem transportation could
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result in the species being assigned to the wrong habitat category. However, in a review on the quality
of the fossil record Kidwell & Flessa [53] state that out-of-habitat transportation by secondary deposition
is unlikely to occur. We have to admit, that we cannot judge what might be the more common scenario,
dead animals washed from streams into ponds and lakes, or the converse way. Anyhow, based on the
above review results and various biological data for many of our species, we are confident that our
habitat categories reflect the actual habitats of the respective species.
More important for the interpretation of our main result, longer durations of species in high-energy
habitats, indicating a lower extinction risk compared to their relatives in low-energy habitats, might be
biases by phylogeny or other traits.
However, the phylogenetic influence on duration differences between habitats turned out to be rather
small. Durations differed between few taxonomic groups (Temnospondyli and Allocaudata, figure 4a),
which we expect to be of no influence to our main result as both groups did not differ in their habitat
preference. The only group with a habitat preference that differed from the other taxa (Lepospondyli,
figure 4b) showed again no difference in its duration pattern. Therefore, differences in duration between
taxonomic groups did not co-occur with differences in the habitat preference of these groups. We also
found the same duration differences between habitats in all except two taxonomic groups alone, which
supports the phylogenetic independence of the results. In the two groups in which this trend was not
statistically significant, Lepospondyli and Allocaudata (electronic supplementary material, table S9),
we attribute the lack of any pattern to the low sample size in general and especially in high-energy
environments for Lepospondyli.
A different trait influencing our results could be the geographical range size of species, which we
found to have a positive correlation with the flow energy of species’ habitats (electronic supplementary
material, figure S2). As geographical range size is widely acknowledged as an important factor for
extinction risk in amphibians and other taxa [38,54,55], this finding supports the lower extinction
risk in high-energy habitats. However, controlling for geographical range size did not change the
observed duration pattern between habitats, therefore it cannot be the only cause for our results. This
result contrasts several findings from studies on insects with aquatic stages, showing that lotic species
have smaller ranges than lentic species [56,57]. This is attributed to the lower temporal stability of
stagnant water bodies and the resulting higher dispersal ability of inhabiting species [58]. One could
argue that our observed larger ranges in high-energy habitats are the result of increased dispersal
ability, caused by a widely spread water body with potentially active transportation. Another possible
explanation for the reversed range size pattern between habitats might be the larger body sizes of early
amphibians (Temnospondyli), which made species less prone to predation and thus able to inhabit
larger, high-order streams, as well as possibly enabled them to simply move longer distances than
smaller species.
In accordance with the larger range sizes in lentic species today (see above), it is usually assumed that
amphibian species using low-energy habitats are less prone to extinction. Species breeding in ponds,
for example, have to cope with lower habitat stability [58], which might make them more tolerant to
environmental fluctuations. Higher extinction risk in lotic habitat species today [20] might be further
caused by their mainly mountainous distribution, which naturally restricts their range size and isolates
them from other areas with matching environmental conditions. It was also suggested that species
associated with rivers might be more exposed to diseases [20].
To explain why a habitat type apparently changed from beneficial to detrimental for long species
survival, one has to consider (i) changes in the habitat demands of amphibians over time, and (ii) changes
in the habitat itself.
Habitat demands of a species are defined by various traits, for example morphology and life history.
The most obvious change in morphology during amphibian evolution might be the overall decrease
in body size. Comparing the 6 m length of the largest Temnospondyli with amphibians today [17], the
latter are much smaller (the by far largest being Andrias davidianus with 1.5 m total length). However,
current anuran species are not smaller than their ancestors, but still showed the inversed pattern in
extinction risk between habitats. Therefore, the decrease in overall body size seems to be at least not the
main reason for the change. The most prominent amphibian life-history trait, the biphasic life cycle with
aquatic larvae, is assumed to be the ancient state for lissamphibians and supported by Temnospondyli
fossils [23]. Moreover, the even more complex anuran metamorphosis with the apomorphic tadpole
has been recorded since the mid Jurassic [59]. If we otherwise assume that a shift in life history from
aquatic to more terrestrial lifestyles in the amphibian evolution might have caused the difference in
duration pattern between past and present, we would expect to observe a difference between amphibian
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orders, as these differ in their lifestyles, too. However, in our data, species across all orders displayed
a higher extinction risk in lotic habitats.
If habitat demands of amphibians have remained basically unchanged, then changes in the habitat
itself could be a reason for the observed differences in habitat-extinction risk relationship. It is thus
tempting to assume an anthropogenic influence on that relationship, as anthropogenic effects on the
environment clearly were not present in the fossil past. More specifically, there are several examples of
anthropogenic factors influencing the amphibian fauna associated with rivers. Most importantly altered
river structures and communities are an important factor that negatively affects amphibians. In various
regions natural river systems, and in particular the abandoned channels and regularly flooded areas, are
severely declining. On the other hand, exotic fish species have been released worldwide, potentially
spreading diseases and increasing predatory pressure on tadpoles and adults [60]. Further logging
activity along rivers has an indirect effect on the physical characteristics and the macroinvertebrate
community of streams [61], which probably affects the amphibian community as well. More generally,
disturbance of the habitat as measured by the amount of forested, agriculturally or residentially used area
and concomitant alterations in water temperature, pH and dissolved oxygen have a negative influence
on the relative abundance of stream-dwelling salamander populations [62]. These influences might act
stronger on river habitats, which were and are of great importance to humans [63] and therefore strongly
influenced [64]. Although we admit this to be speculative, we assume that most lotic species experienced
more stable environmental conditions than their relatives living in lentic, often temporary habitats. The
latter might be thus naturally already better adapted to frequent habitat changes. Lotic species in contrast
might be particularly at risk by a multitude and increasing human-induced environmental changes,
and the advantageous stability of this habitat over longer geological time scales has consequently
been reversed.
5. Conclusion
We detected increased extinction risk in fossil amphibian species from low-energy water habitats, which
objects today’s situation. A trait character once favourable for a species turned into a disadvantage. Given
that a likely reason is altered habitat conditions via anthropogenic influence, our work shows that the
trait-environment interaction is an important factor to consider when learning about the influence of
traits from the past. The fossil record might provide us with sort of a baseline, ancestral extinction risk,
which obviously does not consider human influence. The differences between expected and observed
influence on extinction risk might give us an insight about the underlying mechanisms of complex
traits like habitat preference. When analysing the connection between traits and extinction risk, our
results suggest to not only consider phylogenetic influences, but differences between temporal and
environmental units too.
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Abstract
Bridging the gap between the fossil record and conservation biology has recently become of great
interest. The enormous number of documented extinctions across different taxa can provide
insights into the extinction risk of living species. However, few studies have explored this connec-
tion. We used generalised boosted modelling to analyse the impact of several traits that are
assumed to influence extinction risk on the stratigraphic duration of amphibian species in the fos-
sil record. We used this fossil-calibrated model to predict the extinction risk for living species. We
observed a high consensus between our predicted species durations and the current IUCN Red
List status of living amphibian species. We also found that today’s Data Deficient species are
mainly predicted to experience short durations, hinting at their likely high threat status. Our study
suggests that the fossil record can be a suitable tool for the evaluation of current taxa-specific
Red Listing status.
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INTRODUCTION
The currently living amphibians comprise a very high propor-
tion of endangered species, due to factors like habitat degra-
dation and loss, pollution and disease (Rouse et al. 1999;
Daszak et al. 2003; Cushman 2006). The risk of extinction
due to these factors is, to some degree, shaped by their eco-
logical and morphological traits. The influence of traits like
body size, clutch and range size or several environmental vari-
ables, like variations in precipitation and temperature, has
been analysed in several studies (Cooper et al. 2008; Sodhi
et al. 2008; Hirschfeld & R€odel 2017), and partly used to pre-
dict species’ extinction risk (Howard & Bickford 2014).
These studies of extinction risk usually combine trait data
with the present-day extinction risk of a species as it has been
assessed in the IUCN Red Lists (Purvis et al. 2000; Sodhi
et al. 2008; Howard & Bickford 2014). These assessments are
based on quantitative data as well as on expert opinions. The
most important criteria are range size and population trend,
the latter most often being based on assumptions rather than
on data (Sodhi et al. 2008; IUCN 2012). The influence of
these factors on species’ current extinction risk is lastly
derived from logical arguments and to a lesser degree on real
observation; in particular, as we usually lack the ability to
track extinction events because they operate over longer time
scales than studies cover, or occur in remote areas where they
remain undetected (IUCN 2017). The general validity of the
IUCN criteria thus seems logical, but remains uncertain. As
recommended already by Mace et al. (1992), especially the
quantitative Red List criteria should be verified using data on
species’ extinctions. The more we know about the connection
between certain characteristics of a species and its extinction
risk, the more reliable the assessment results become, which
would finally lead to better resource allocation and more
effective conservation actions.
Herein we hypothesise, in accordance with, for example, a
review by Dietl & Flessa (2011) and an opinion paper by Fritz
et al. (2013), that the fossil record can be used (1) to provide
(an additional) form of verification for the existing assump-
tions about the correlation of particular traits with the extinc-
tion risk of species, and (2) to identify traits that influence the
extinction risk of species, but are not yet incorporated in risk
assessments. The combination of conservation and palaeontol-
ogy has the potential to strengthen the reliability of the Red
List assessments and might also in particular offer an urgently
needed tool in predicting extinction risk of unassessed or Data
Deficient species (Bland et al. 2014; Howard & Bickford 2014;
Jetz & Freckleton 2015). Such combination of fossil record
and neontological data has rarely been practised, with those
studies being conducted focusing on (mostly invertebrate)
marine taxa or the influence of single traits on extinction risk
(Finnegan et al. 2015; Tietje & R€odel 2017a).
Here, we use a fossil-based model to predict the extinction
risk of living amphibian species. We show that the extinction
risk, predicted by our model, matches the IUCN Red List sta-
tus well for most species. We also predict that species with
insufficient data for assessment (Data Deficient) have an on
average even higher extinction risk than species classified as
Vulnerable.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data
We collected a dataset containing six different variables: spe-
cies stratigraphic range (duration), abundance, geographic
range size, latitude of occurrences and body size. Taxonomic
groups as used in this study were Allocaudata (identical with
Albanerpetontidae Fox & Naylor, 1982), Lepospondyli, Para-
batrachia (= Gymnophiona and their stem taxa), Salientia
© 2018 The Authors. Ecology Letters published by CNRS and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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(= Anura and their stem taxa), Temnospondyli and Urodela
(= Caudata and their stem taxa). Amphibia, as herein under-
stood, therefore comprise all Lissamphibia including their
stem taxa as well as Temnospondyli and Lepospondyli to
account for the temnospondyl- and lepospondyl hypothesis
respectively (see Tietje & R€odel 2017a for more detailed infor-
mation). Data and R code to replicate this study are available
on https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1206123.
Extinct species
The data for 354 extinct species were collected from the litera-
ture and databases of fossil occurrences, with no restrictions on
time or area. The data were downloaded from the Paleobiology
Database (PBDB) on 19 August 2014 via http://fossilworks.org
(Alroy et al. 2016) and updated with a newer version on 15
February 2016. Abundance and body size data for the included
species were added from literature and the fosFARbase (http://
wahre-staerke.com; B€ohme & Ilg 2003). The data processing is
illustrated in Fig. 1. Values for species duration were measured
as distance between the midpoints of the stratigraphic unit in
which a species occurred first and last, and then rounded to the
next full million years. The stratigraphic units of our data are
chronostratigraphic stages as provided by the PBDB, the med-
ian stage length was 5.3 million years (n = 51, Fig. S1).
Geographic range measures were calculated for each geologic
stage and species, the final value for the species is the maximum
value of all geologic stages. Geographic range size and latitudi-
nal range were calculated as the maximum great circle distance
and maximum latitudinal distance between species occurrences,
respectively. Abundance was based on the minimum number of
individuals and specimen counts per locality and geologic stage
(specimens are here single fossils, i.e. an articulated skeleton, or
a single bone). The maximum values per species were clustered
(k-means clustering) into four numeric, ordinal categories (1, 2,
3 and 4). Body size was collected as maximum snout-vent-
length (SVL) and, if not available, derived from total length
and absolute skull length via linear regression models (see
Table S1 in supporting information). All variables are sum-
marised and further explained in Table S1. Basic statistics sum-
marising the number and latitudinal distribution of
occurrences, as well as a map of occurrences, can be found in
the supporting information (section data summary).
Of the 354 fossil species, 165 species had complete datasets.
The other species were lacking either abundance or body size
data, or both. We decided to complement these missing data to
get more substance to our model, and to avoid losing informa-
tion from incomplete species. We therefore performed data
imputation for missing data using multivariate imputation by
chained equations from the mice R package (Van Buuren &
Groothuis-Oudshoorn 2011), which creates multiple imputed
datasets depending on different sampling sets of the other avail-
able variables, and takes the mean of these datasets as finally
imputed value. To assess the quality of the imputed values, we
ran diagnostic checks on the imputed data following Van Buuren
& Groothuis-Oudshoorn (2011), which includes checking for
convergence of the imputing algorithms, plausibility of imputed
data, and occurrences of impossible data. For further method
details and discussion on the possible influence of data imputa-
tion, see section ‘Data imputation’ in supporting information.
Living species
The data for 1382 living species were collected using the
IUCN Red List, AmphibiaWeb and the literature. The num-
ber of species here was limited by the availability of body size
data, which were collected as snout-vent-length from Hirsch-
feld & R€odel (2017), Trochet et al. (2014), Ruland & Jeschke
(2016) and AmphibiaWeb (2017). The dataset resembles the
taxonomic proportions of extant anurans and caudates; how-
ever, there were no caecilians included as data for this taxon
was scarce, that is, most species assessed as Data Deficient.
The current, assessed extinction risk was extracted from the
IUCN Red List on 3 February 2017. Abundance was
extracted by text data mining from the population descrip-
tions of the species in the IUCN Red List on 3 February
2017, using several keywords like, for example, ‘common’ or
‘rare’ (see Table S3 for a comprehensive list of keywords).
According to their keywords species were assigned to one of
four abundance categories, with one being the category for
the rarest species. Geographic range measures were extracted
from the shapefiles provided by the IUCN for each species
(downloaded on 11 July 2016), using the rgdal and fields R
packages (Nychka et al. 2015; Roger et al. 2017).
METHODS
Model building
Data for the extinct species were used to fit models correlating
stratigraphic duration to the following traits: abundance,
Figure 1 Data processing and modelling chart. Data processing includes
the assignment of abundance categories, the calculation of geographic
measurements and body sizes.
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geographic range size, latitudinal position and body size.
Habitat type was excluded from analysis, as previous work
had shown that the influence of the habitat type is not stable
over time (Tietje & R€odel 2017a).
We built three different types of models: A generalised
additive model (GAM), a randomForest (rF) and a gener-
alised boosted model (GBM). The model type which per-
formed best in cross-validation was fitted again to several
subsets of the data, including a model fitted to the dataset
excluding single-interval species to account for possible
effects of our imbalanced response variable, and a ran-
domised version of the data to obtain a null model. The best
model trained on the extinct species data was then applied
on the dataset of living species to predict duration estimates
for living species in million years.
We used the caret R package for model training and com-
parison (from Kuhn et al. 2017). The model parameters were
optimised using three separate 10-fold cross-validation on
each possible set of parameters, meaning the extinct species
dataset was randomly split into 10 equal-sized subsamples,
from which nine subsamples were used as training data and
one was retained as validation data for testing the model.
This process was repeated until each of the subsamples was
used once as validation set. The procedure was repeated
three times. The mean RMSE (root mean squared error)
from cross-validation resamples was compared for each set
of parameters, choosing the parameter set with the minimum
mean RMSE as the final model (Fig. S7). Model perfor-
mance was estimated with RMSE and R², which were
obtained from cross-validation of the final model and used
for model comparison.
We observed slight differences in the mean stratigraphic
ranges between the extinct amphibian taxa (Fig. S13), which
might cause performance differences for the model between
taxa. For example, while anuran durations might be overpre-
dicted by the model, the opposite could occur for caudates.
To reduce this potential taxonomic bias, we followed the
approach by Finnegan et al. (2015) and built an additional
GBM which was adjusted to these taxonomic differences. We
cross-validated our GBM performance via bootstrap, using
half of the data for model building and half of it for predic-
tion. We then fitted a model on the predicted vs. observed
durations, which was used to correct the initially predicted
durations for potential taxonomic bias.
Duration predictions for living species
To compare the prediction results with the current species
IUCN assessment results, the predicted duration values were
grouped according to their species’ corresponding IUCN Red
List category (for category definition see IUCN 2012). These
groups were checked for significant differences in their mean
duration using Kruskal–Wallis rank sum test and Pairwise
Wilcoxon rank sum test.
RESULTS
Model evaluation
We found the GBM to be the most suitable model for relating
the duration of extinct species to their traits, which explained
on average 26% of the variability of the duration of extinct
species (Fig. S19 and Table S5). As assessed via cross-valida-
tion, the GBM outperformed the rF and GAM with a mean
RMSE of 5.14 and a R² of 0.26 (based on the three times 10-
fold cross-validation). The best model parameters for the
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Figure 2 Marginal effects of each variable on species’ durations in the generalised boosted model (GBM). Holding all other variables constant, each plot
shows the average predicted duration for each predictor variable value in the model.
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GBM were 200 trees, an interaction depth of 1, a shrinkage
of 0.01 and a minimum number of observations in the trees
terminal nodes of 5 (supporting information Output 5 and
Fig. S10). We also found that the GBM fitted with the com-
plete extinct species dataset yielded better results in cross-vali-
dation than GBMs fitted on subsets of the data (Fig. S19 and
Table S5). All subset models performed worse, except for the
Lissamphibia model. This model performed better when
assessed with RMSE and R², but had a lower sample size and
higher standard deviations in the model metrics assessed in
cross-validation, which was also the case for the GBM fitted
on the dataset excluding all incomplete occurrences. The pre-
diction quality was more variable in these two models, which
is why we chose the complete GBM as final model.
The variable importance of the final GBM (Table 1) showed
that the geographic range size has the strongest influence on
the duration of a species, followed by latitudinal range, mean
latitude and body size. Minimum latitude and abundance
were of least importance concerning duration in the GBM
(see Fig. 2).
We detected performance differences of the GBM between
different taxonomic groups (Fig. S14). Cross-validation of the
model showed that durations for Salientia, Temnospondyli
and Lepospondyli tended to be overestimated by the model,
whereas durations for Allocaudata and Urodela species were
overestimated for short durations as well, but underestimated
for longer durations. This result resembles the generally longer
mean durations of Allocaudata and Urodela in comparison
with the other taxonomic groups. However, when we adjusted
the predictions for living species for these taxonomic differ-
ences, the correction did not change the basic prediction pat-
tern (Fig. S20).
The null model explained on average only 3% of the vari-
ability in the extinct species duration (Table S5). Repeated fit-
ting (n = 50) of a GBM for different randomizations yielded
similar results (Fig. S18). The null model therefore only
explained very few of the variation in the duration of extinct
species, with its R² being significantly smaller than all other
models (t-test, P < 0.001, Output 8).
Prediction results
Our fossil-calibrated model was then used to predict the dura-
tions of living amphibian species. Our model predicts that
duration for species decreases successively from Least Con-
cern (LC) to Extinct (EX), with LC species showing a median
predicted duration that is more than two times the median
duration of Near Threatened (NT) species and more than four
times the median duration of all other IUCN Red List cate-
gories (Fig. 3). The duration of the LC species is predicted as
significantly higher than all other groups (P < 0.05, Output 6
in supporting information). Data Deficient species (DD)
showed a median predicted duration that was most similar to
the predicted durations of Critically Endangered (CR) species.
Predicting the durations of living species using any of the
other model types or subsets of the data (excluding the null
model) results in similar duration patterns (Fig. S20).
DISCUSSION
IUCN Red List assessments are fundamental for conservation
research and planning (Hoffmann et al. 2008) and aim at pro-
viding an objective framework for the classification of a broad
range of species (IUCN 2012). Testing the framework of the
classification criteria is of high importance though (Mace
et al. 1992).
Based on traits of fossil amphibian species, we predicted
durations of living species and compared them to the respective
IUCN Red List status. Predicted durations indeed well reflected
these categories, decreasing continuously from Least Concern
to higher extinction risk categories. Data Deficient species
ranked among those being rated as Critically Endangered.
We have chosen to use the GBM as our final model as it
allows for nonlinear relationships between predictor and
response variable and is robust towards interaction effects
between variables (Elith et al. 2008). Our model explained
26% of variation in the duration of fossil species, which seems
reasonable given the unavoidable inaccuracies of fossil data
and the complex interplay of factors that can influence the
extinction risk for species (Newell 1959; Sepkoski et al. 1981;
Purvis et al. 2000; Kidwell & Holland 2002; Harnik 2011).
Geographic range size was the most influential factor
among the tested variables in our GBM. These results are
supported by Sodhi et al. (2008), Cooper et al. (2008) and
Hirschfeld & R€odel (2017), who found geographic range size
to be of most importance for the extinction risk of extant
amphibian species. The importance of geographic range mea-
sures is also accounted for in the rating procedures and threat
categories within the IUCN assessment process of species
(IUCN 2012). We observed with our model that the impor-
tance of geographic range measurements was not restricted to
extant species, but most likely is a consistent factor for extinc-
tion risk. Body size and abundance were of minor importance
in our model, which is matching other studies on the fossil
record and contemporary amphibian species (Sodhi et al.
2008; Harnik 2011; Harnik et al. 2012). This observed pattern
in variable importance was also supported by the rF and
GAM (abundance was not assessed in the GAM due to the
factorial nature of the variable though) and the GBMs on the
Table 1 Variable importance for the generalised boosted model (GBM),
showing the relative influence of the predictor variables on the duration
of amphibian species
Variable Relative influence
Geographic range size 54.35
Latitudinal range 16.43
Mean latitude 11.52
Abundance 2 8.97
Body size 8.74
Minimum latitude 0.00
Abundance 3 0.00
Abundance 4 0.00
The relative influence is an important measure for the influence of each
predictor variable in the model, calculated as described in Friedman
(2001). Values are scaled to match 100%. The geographic range size (cal-
culated as great circle distance) had the strongest influence on the model,
followed by latitudinal range and mean latitude. For abundance category
descriptions, see Table S1.
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data subsets Lissamphibia and single-interval species
(Figs S15 and S16).
In a previous study (Tietje & R€odel 2017a), we showed that
the influence of traits on species’ duration can change over
time, specifically the habitat type, which was the reason why
we excluded habitat type from our model. Reasons for this
change might be a combination of the strong human impact
on the environment in combination with an assumed minor
ability of lotic amphibians to deal with rather quick changes
of the environment. However, we assume the influence of geo-
graphic range measures to be stable over time. Studies on the
influence of range size on a species survival suggest that its
influence strength is weaker during mass extinction events
compared to background extinction; however, the influence
never becomes negative (Jablonski 2005; Payne & Finnegan
2007). Body size, however, might have a more flexible influ-
ence on the duration of species, as suggested by partly con-
trasting study results on extant amphibian species which
showed that a larger body size was either bad or neutral for a
species extinction risk, but never positive (Williams & Hero
1998; Lips et al. 2003; Sodhi et al. 2008; Hirschfeld & R€odel
2017). A possible scenario to inverse this effect direction could
be a substantially warmer climate, in which large bodies might
prevent desiccation better than smaller ones. However, extant
amphibians in the tropics tend to be smaller than their rela-
tives from colder areas (Lindsey 1966). As the influence of
body size is rather small in our model, we do not expect
potential fluctuations in the effect direction of body size to
change our prediction patterns.
The predicted durations for the different Red List categories
appeared well separated and let us conclude that our fossil
species model gives a reasonably good estimation for the
extinction risk in living species. Given the different nature of
the applied models and the data subsets, we are confident to
assume our predictions are the results of the interaction by
the used prediction factors with duration. In addition, the null
model revealed how results look like in case of no correlation
between the variables and duration (Fig. 3). The correction
for the taxonomic difference in our model (Fig. S13) mostly
shortened the predicted durations in general, but did not
change the basic pattern (Fig. S20). A potential phylogenetic
signal could superpose the influence of the traits in our model,
making duration the result of shared evolutionary history
rather than the result of the trait combinations. We cannot
rule out that this effect might weaken the association of the
used traits and duration; however, several studies show that
accounting for phylogeny, especially regarding geographic
range size (our most important trait), only moderately weak-
ened the association (Crampton et al. 2010; Hopkins & Klin-
genberg 2011; Harnik et al. 2014). Overall our model
predictions well mirrored the IUCN red listing procedure.
Most notably, we predicted the Data Deficient species to be
at high risk, which makes intuitively sense given their pre-
sumed small ranges and low population numbers. This is also
supported by Howard & Bickford (2014) and Morais et al.
(2013), who predicted that 63 and 57%, respectively, of DD
species are threatened.
However, the combination of fossil and modern data bears
some potential pitfalls (Fritz et al. 2013). We would assume
that the data gathered from fossil species usually depicts
underestimates of their real values due to preservation restric-
tions of the fossil record (Darwin 1859; Newell 1959; Kidwell
& Holland 2002). On the other hand fossil data represents
time-averaged measures, like abundance or geographic range
size, as fossils from one geologic stage might stem from
organisms living at slightly different times, which are not
resolved in the geological record (Kowalewski 1996). This
might lead to an overestimation of, for instance, geographic
range size in cases where, for example, the area occupied by a
species shifted through time, but due to time-averaging the
range appeared larger. A crucial point for our approach was
the duration estimation for species, which serves as the fossil
record’s equivalent for extinction risk in our analysis. As nei-
ther the first nor the last occurrence of a species will be
Figure 3 Predicted durations in million years for living amphibian species, based on the GBM models fitted to extinct species. Left: final GBM, right: Null
model. Model parameters were n trees = 200, interaction depth = 1, shrinkage = 0.01 and minimum number of observations in the trees terminal
nodes = 5. Predicted durations are grouped by their species’ IUCN Red List assessment status. GBM = Generalised boosted model, GBM-NULL = Null
model on randomised data. Red List categories (with number of species) are Data Deficient (66), Least Concern (740), Near Threatened (98), Vulnerable
(151), Endangered (192), Critically Endangered (128), Extinct in the Wild (2), Extinct (5).
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recorded in the fossil record (Signor-Lipps effect), estimated
durations will be consequently too short (Signor & Lipps
1982). However, we assume this effect to equally impact our
data as we did not find evidence for differences in preserva-
tion between habitats or differently sized species Tietje &
R€odel (2017a). Our model gave a weaker but still comparable
prediction pattern when fitted on a data subset excluding all
single-interval species (Fig. S20), as it is common practice in
palaeontology to exclude duration biases. The skewed fre-
quency structure of our response variable (Fig. S13b) does
not lead to a biased prediction pattern that favours short-
duration species. Therefore, we saw no reason to exclude sin-
gle-interval species from our analysis.
The most common objections concerning the integration
of fossil and contemporary data are doubts about (1) the
comparability of effects of stressors acting in the past and
today, and (2) the differing timescales of contemporary and
fossil data. While some current drivers of extinction risk,
like climatic changes, have their analogues in the fossil
record, others like overexploitation and pollution are
regarded to come without a deep-time analogue in the fossil
record (Harnik et al. 2012). However, overexploitation due
to pet trade and consumption affects only few species on
the large scale (3 and 2%, respectively, Ruland & Jeschke
2016; Altherr et al. 2011), and might be mirrored in the fos-
sil record by the arrival of new predators or diseases. Pollu-
tion is a stressor that in its human-made form is unique;
however, we assume pollution events to have occurred in
the past as well, caused by, that is, volcanic activity. There-
fore, we argue that for todays’ human-induced threats there
are actually potential natural counterparts, and that stressors
are therefore comparable.
The resulting extinction risk, as represented by the IUCN
Red List, is a snapshot in the history of a species and depicts
just its latest development. Our model, however, originates
from a much broader timescale, with a resolution of several
million years. A potential problem of this multiscale approach
could be the inability of our model to consider temporal fluc-
tuations in some species traits, such as, for example, geo-
graphic range size or abundances. A (current) temporarily
small geographic range size would be assumed to be the maxi-
mum distribution, which would automatically lead to an
underestimate of predicted durations. Dramatic shifts in range
size are known from the fossil record, for example, formerly
rare and range-restricted species becoming abundant and
widespread after a mass extinction event. As most amphibian
species seem to have very particular habitat requirements, we
assume that such dramatic range shifts are however rare and
negligible. However, even when keeping these potential prob-
lems in mind, the congruence of our fossil-based model with
the contemporary assessments of extinction risk seems to
show that the included factors do indeed act comparable on
different timescales.
One potential shortcoming of our analysis might be the
different nature of extinction risk measures in palaeontologi-
cal and neontological data. As we use duration as a measure
of extinction risk in the fossil dataset, the GBM cannot be
used to predict a Red List category for living species, but
delivers a duration estimate. However, comparing these
estimates between species from the same Red List category
and detecting large discrepancies in predicted durations, may
even hint at possible misclassifications in the Red List, given
our prediction works correctly. Keeping in mind the mone-
tary and manpower restrictions that apply to both assess-
ment and conservation efforts, and the rapid changes in our
environment, it seems advisable to concentrate assessment
and subsequently conservational efforts on species where
both a comparatively low predicted duration and an endan-
gered category or data deficiency concur. This applied to
21% of species included in the Red List category EN, which
were predicted with shorter than average durations
(Table S6). However, 8–16% of species showed longer than
average predicted durations in the categories VU, EN and
EX. Regarding the broad range of our predictions, especially
for LC and NT species, it might be advisable to have a
closer look at the shortest duration species in these groups
as well.
Our model supports the importance of geographic range
size for a species’ extinction risk. Furthermore, the influence
of range size seems to be stable over long time periods, as this
model emphasises. Based on amphibians from different time
periods and taxonomic groups, we could confirm that the
most common Red List assessment procedures perform well
on modern species. In addition, we conclude that species from
the fossil record can indeed add to our knowledge about
extinction risk-influencing traits of living species by providing
various cases of extinction events. The very short durations
predicted for the 66 Data Deficient species reflect the high risk
these species are likely facing and emphasise the need for
detailed assessment and, if proven needful, conservation
actions.
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Climate influences the effect of
range size on extinction risk in
the amphibian fossil record
Melanie Tietje1, Mark-Oliver Rödel1,2, Martin Schobben3
The geographic range size of many fossil and extant
species has been shown to be of crucial importance for
their extinction risk. This applies to amphibians as well,
however, little is known about whether this influence va-
ries, i.e. due to differing climatological conditions. We
herein combine the amphibian fossil record with oxygen
isotope data to test for the influence of climate on geo-
graphic range size, and on the correlation of range size
and extinction risk. We show that geographic range size
of amphibians and mean global temperature are not re-
lated, whereas the meridional temperature gradient is
connected to both geographic range size, and the influ-
ence of range size on species durations.
Among the several factors that influence the extinction
risk of species, the geographic range size has shown to be
of strong importance both in studies on living and in the
deep time fossil record for a large variety of different taxa
(Finnegan et al., 2015; Kiessling and Aberhan, 2007; Kies-
sling and Kocsis, 2016; Harnik, 2011; Purvis et al., 2000;
Sodhi et al., 2008; Tietje and Rödel, 2018). Based on this
general pattern, geographic range size is also used as the
main factor to assess the extinction risk for living species
within the IUCN Red List assessment procedure (IUCN,
2012). The effect of range size on extinction risk has been
assessed on different taxonomical and temporal scales, in-
cluding the effect of range size changes (Kiessling and Koc-
sis, 2016). The influence of range size on extinction risk
seems stable across various scales; however, temporal chan-
ges have not yet been assessed to our knowledge. We chose
amphibians, one of the most threatened groups of terrestrial
vertebrates (Stuart et al., 2008), which as ectotherms may
experience a strong influence of temperature on geographic
range size, which again affects extinction risk (Whitton et al.,
2012). Here we assess the combination of geographic range
size of extinct amphibian species and climate data from the
geological record. We expect this to yield important in-
sights in the interplay of range size, temperature, and the
effect of range size on extinction risk under differing cli-
matic conditions.
Material and Methods
Data
Occurrences of 354 extinct amphibian species were down-
loaded from the Paleobiology Database (PBDB) with no re-
strictions on time or area. The data were downloaded on
19 August 2014 via http://fossilworks.org (Alroy,
2016) and updated with a newer version on 15 February
1Museum für Naturkunde, Leibniz Institute for Research on Evolu-
tion and Biodiversity, D-10115 Berlin, Germany 3 Universiteit Utrecht,
Utrecht, The Netherlands 2 Berlin-Brandenburg Institute of Advanced Bio-
diversity Research (BBIB), D-10115 Berlin, Germany
2016. Downloaded data included information on species
stratigraphic range (duration) and geographic range size (pa-
leocoordinates). The dataset covers amphibian species from
all Lissamphibia plus Temnospondyli and Lepospondyli, to
account for the temnospondyl- and lepospondyl hypothesis
of ‘modern’ amphibian origin, respectively (Schoch, 2014).
Species duration was defined as the time between the mid-
points of the youngest and oldest stratigraphic unit in which
a species occurred, rounded to the next full million years.
The stratigraphic units of our data is chronostratigraphic
stages as provided by the PBDB. Geographic range size
was calculated as the great circle distance between a species
occurrences for each geologic stage. The final values for
the species are the maximum value of all geologic stages;
and maximum great circle distances (see Tietje and Rödel,
2018). As temperature proxy for the Phanerozoic we used
the oxygen isotope data (δ 18O measurements) provided by
Veizer and Prokoph (2015) and reduced this dataset to bra-
chiopod, belemnite, bivalve and planktonic foraminiferal
δ 18O data. Each isotope value is referenced to the geo-
logic stage (GTS 2012) and comes with information on the
climatic zone (temperate, arctic, tropical, subtropical). Iso-
tope values were corrected for diagenetic δ 18O depletion
(phanerozoic trend, “secular shift”) using the equation pro-
vided by Veizer and Prokoph (2015).
Methods
To cancel out the uneven spread of data in the isotope dataset,
a moving window approach was applied and the medians
of each window calculated (Loader, 1999). Additionally,
we applied a subsampling routine; within each window the
data were subsampled (n=100) to the size of the minimum
number of isotope values contained in all windows, the fi-
nal value being the median of all subsamples. The global
mean relative temperature was calculated using the tropi-
cal δ 18O data from Veizer and Prokoph (2015). For esti-
mating the meridional temperature gradient, we restricted
the dataset to the occurrences of planctonic foraminifera to
avoid increased isotope fractionation effects in high-latitude
brachiopod data. The isotope data were split into two sets
according to the given climatic zone information. “Arctic”
and “temperate” labelled data points were used to calculate
the high latitude temperature values, data points labelled
with “tropical” were used to calculate low latitude temper-
ature values. The moving window approach, including sub-
sampling as described above, was applied to both datasets.
The temperature gradient was calculated as the difference
between the two resulting median values from both climatic
zones. Data labelled as subtropical were not used for the
temperature gradient due to potentially high evaporation in
these areas, which can lead to falsely increased δ 18O val-
ues, known as the cool tropic paradox (D’Hondt and Arthur,
1996).
To estimate changes in the strength of the association of
geographic range size and species’ duration we calculated
their correlation (Spearman rank correlation) for every ge-
ologic period from the Carboniferous to the Neogene. To
account for sample size differences between geologic pe-
riods, we additionally performed the correlation analysis
on bootstrapped data (repeated sampling (500 repetitions)
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with the sample size per period being the smallest number
of data points in all periods (n=19)), resulting in median
correlation values and medium absolute deviation as an er-
ror measure. To obtain a measure for the possible variation
of the overall correlation between range size and duration
(due to sampling etc), we repeatedly sampled the data re-
gardless of the time frame and applied correlation analy-
sis on these subsamples (200 repetitions, n=30). We then
tested if variations in the correlation of range size with du-
ration were linked to temperature or temperature gradient.
Correlations were calculated for geologic periods, and for 3
to 7 equally sized time bins, ranging from 52 to 16 million
years. Time-series data were tested for autocorrelation be-
fore performing correlation tests. There were no significant
autocorrelations in any of the relevant variables (great circle
distance, global mean relative temperature, global tempera-
ture gradient).
All analysis was done in the R environment version 3.4.4.
Data and R code to replicate this study are fully available on
[github repository DOI].
Results
Correlation of geographic range size and species’ dura-
tion
The correlation of geographic range size with the duration
of species was stable over time (figure 1). Slight variations
were within the two-times standard deviation of the data and
thus not significant.
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Figure 1 – Correlation of geographic range size and duration
of species in different geologic periods (Spearman’s rank test).
The number of species per period is visualized as dot size, sig-
nificant correlation values (p < 0.05) are displayed as trian-
gles, insignificant correlation values depicted as circles. The
solid blue line depicts the overall mean correlation, the dashed
lines are the two-times standard deviation of the correlation
distribution gained from repeated calculation of the correla-
tion from a random subset of the data (200 repetitions).
Correlation of geographic range size and climate
Geographic range size was not correlated to the mean rela-
tive temperature, but negatively to the temperature gradient
(Spearman’s rho= -0.33, p < 0.01). This correlation has
shown to be stable in cross-validation via bootstrap (figure
S4).
Climatic influence on the geographic range size - dura-
tion correlation
The correlation strength of geographic range size with du-
ration was not linked to the mean relative temperature, but
showed a trend towards a strong, negative correlation with
the temperature gradient (figure 2). This trend is negative
for all different bin sizes, however only significant for bin
sizes 5 and 7 (slope = -0.36 and -0.32, p = 0.02 and 0.04,
respectively), probably a result of the low number of time
bins.
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Figure 2 – Temporal changes in correlation strength of range
size and species’ duration, measured as Spearmans rho. Sig-
nificant correlation values (p < 0.05) are displayed as triangles,
insignificant correlation values depicted as circles. Correla-
tions are shown for data divided in geologic periods and in 3
to 7 equally sized time bins. Blue lines depict linear models,
shaded areas the confidence interval of the model.
Table 1 – Summaries of the linear models depicted in figure 2.
Time bins Adj. R2 Slope p-value
3 0.49 -0.30 0.33
4 0.48 -0.24 0.19
5 0.84 -0.36 0.02
6 0.02 -0.17 0.35
7 0.59 -0.32 0.04
Periods (3) -0.45 -0.10 0.65
Discussion
We have shown the temporal stability of the correlation of
geographic range size with species’ duration. We also found
the correlation strength likely being negatively correlated
with the meridional temperature gradient, suggesting a de-
creasing importance of the geographic range size for dura-
tion in a more diverse world.
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We detected that the connection between species’ range
sizes and durations was temporally stable. This tempo-
ral stability supports the ubiquitous influence of this trait
under differing environmental conditions. It also supports
the important role of the geographic range size for the es-
timation of extinction risk for extant species, as it is in-
cluded in the current assessment procedures of the IUCN
Red List (IUCN, 2012). The temporal stability also encour-
ages the utilization of the fossil record for modeling the ex-
tinction risk of living species (Finnegan et al., 2015; Tietje
and Rödel, 2018).
The minor changes that we did observe in the tempo-
ral correlation pattern (figure 1), as well as the geographic
range size itself, were negatively correlated with the global
temperature gradient. We interpret a large temperature gra-
dient as a broader scale of differing suitable potential habi-
tats. Besides natural dispersal barriers like mountain ranges
or oceans, the latitudinal temperature gradient adds another
limitation to the (at least latitudinal) spread of a species.
Major terrestrial biomes are mainly coupled to the mean an-
nual temperature and precipitation, which are both a result
of the latitudinal climatic zonation (Cox and Moore, 1993;
Zubakov and Borzenkova, 1990).
Our results suggest that a large temperature gradient
shrinks the latitudinal boundaries for geographic range sizes
and therefore leads to smaller geographic ranges in gen-
eral. Given that amphibians as ectotherms highly depend on
suitable temperatures to function and survive (Wells, 2007),
this connection is not unexpected.
Our results also suggest that an increasing temperature
gradient is associated with a weakening of the range size-
duration connection, which can be interpreted as the impor-
tance of range size for a species extinction risk being high-
est when the potential habitat is largest. Vice versa, a small
range size in a large temperature gradient world would not
be as detrimental as a similar range size in a more homoge-
nous world, because range size seems less important un-
der these circumstances. One possible reason could be that
smaller suitable areas result in higher levels of interspecific
competition due to the shrinking available space. There-
fore, other factors besides the geographic range size might
become more important for survival, like the ability to cope
with competitors and exploit limited resources. However,
limited space could also lead to stronger niche partitioning
instead of higher levels of interspecific competition. There-
fore, depending on the time after which niche partitioning
starts to become effective, the increased interspecific com-
petition might be most pronounced in times of temperature
gradient changes. Unfortunately, our dataset does not pro-
vide the temporal resolution to observe these fine-scale pat-
terns. On the other end, limited competitive qualities might
be compensated with a large geographic range size, raising
the importance of this trait for extinction risk as soon as the
environmental conditions allow for a wider spread.
Another factor might be that a general upper range size
limit, caused by environmental restrictions, does not allow
for geographic range sizes large enough to strongly influ-
ence the duration. This would suggest however a non-linear
relationship between range size and duration that is mainly
driven by large ranges. Differences between large ranges
would be more important than differences between small
ranges.
Temporal variations in correlation strength between range
size and extinction risk might be explained by changing cli-
matic conditions. However these variations were minor and
do not questions the strong influence of range size on ex-
tinction risk. The stability of this trait supports its suitability
for its usage in the assessment of extinction risk, marking a
step forward in the credibility of big scale paleobiological
data analysis contributing to conservation biology tasks.
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Tables 11 
Table S1 Usage of taxonomic group names in the databases FosFAR (Database of Vertebrates: Fossil Fishes, Amphibians, Reptiles, Birds) and Paleobiology 12 
Database (PbDb) in this publication. 13 
Taxon name used in this publication FosFARbase PbDb Description 
Allocaudata Allocaudata 
Fox&Naylor, 1982 
Albanerpetontidae 
Fox&Naylor, 1982 
The included species are identical. PbDb does not use 
Allocaudata Fox & Naylor, 1982 as order though. 
Species from stem groups were assigned 
to their corresponding pan-groups 
Salientia, Urodela and Parabatrachia 
- Amphibia Linnaeus, 1758 Amphibia covers all stem group taxa in amphibians that 
were not covered by Anura, Caudata or Gymnophiona, it 
also includes Lepospondyli. This taxonomic rank is not 
available in FosFARbase. 
Salientia. Includes Anura and their stem-
taxa [1] 
Anura 
Rafinesque, 1815 
Anura 
Fischer von Waldheim, 
1813 
PbDb Anura contains crown-group Anura, FosFARbase 
Anura contains stem-group Anura like Triadobatrachus 
massinoti 
Urodela. Includes all Caudata and their 
stem-taxa [1] 
Caudata 
Scopoli, 1777 
Caudata 
Scopoli, 1777 
FosFARbase includes stem-taxa only, PbDb includes both 
stem- and crown-taxa. 
Parabatrachia. Includes Gymnophiona 
and their stem-taxa [1] 
Gymnophiona 
Rafinesque, 1814 
Gymnophiona Rafinesque, 
1814 
Both databases include stem group taxa despite using 
the definition by Rafinesque 1814. 
Lepospondyli  - Lepospondyli, von Zittel 
1887 
Lepospondyli were only available from PbDb, included in 
Amphibia 
Temnospondyli. Without 
Lissamphibia[2] 
Temnospondyli 
Von Zittel, 1888 
Temnospondyli von Zittel, 
1887 
- 
Urodela. Includes Caudata and their 
stem-taxa [1] 
Urodela 
Latreille, 1825 
Urodela 
Duméril, 1805 
Groups in both databases contain the crown-group 
Caudata. 
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Table S2 Species name synonyms. We used PbDb names in our analysis. 
PbDb name fosFAR name Reference 
Albanerpeton nexuosus Albanerpeton nexuosum [3] 
Albanerpeton pannonicus Albanerpeton pannonicum [3] 
Rewana myriadens Arcadia myriadens [3] 
Koskinonodon perfectus Buettneria howardensis [3] 
Koskinonodon perfectus Buettneria perfecta [3] 
Gerrothorax pulcherrimus Gerrothorax rhaeticus [3] 
Tatrasuchus wildi Kupferzellia wildi [3] 
Palaeobatrachus tobieni Messelobatrachus tobieni [3] 
Meyerosuchus fuerstenbergianus Meyerosuchus fuerstenberganus [3] 
Scaphiopus alexanderi Spea alexanderi [3] 
Spea pliobatrachus Spea pliobatracha [3] 
Bufo defensor Anaxyrus defensor 
[4] 
Bufo hibbardi Anaxyrus hibbardi 
Bufo repentinus Anaxyrus repentinus 
Bufo rexroadensis Anaxyrus rexroadensis 
Bufo tiheni Anaxyrus tiheni 
Bufo valentinensis Anaxyrus valentinensis 
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Table S3 Completeness measure estimates for different taxonomic levels in amphibians. “No REP” 
indicates no range end points of species were included in the calculations. 
Group Proportion 
Simple completeness metric (SCM)  
Species 0.94 
Species no REP 0.44 
Genera 0.78 
Genera no REP 0.35 
Families 0.60 
Families no REP 0.28 
Families Cretaceous 0.43 
Families Cretaceous no REP 0.30 
Preservation probability based on duration frequency  
Species 0.35 
Genera 0.47 
Proportion of living taxa with fossil record  
Families 0.33 
Genera 0.08 
Species 0.008 
Proportion of living taxa with fossil record for mammals  
Families 0.69 
Genera 0.03 
Species 0.002 
 
 
Table S4 Comparisons of specimen completeness in different habitat categories (level 1). Groups were 
stagnant (81), low-velocity (72), medium-velocity (35) and high-velocity (14). We used Kruskal-Wallis 
rank sum test (χ² (df), p-value) and Pairwise Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests for pairwise comparisons (P-value 
adjustment: fdr). Significant p-values (p< 0.05) are shown in bold. 
 Groups 
Kruskal-Wallis test    
  χ² (df) 18.03 (3)   
  p-value 0.0004   
Wilcoxon rank-sum test    
 Stagnant Low-
velocity 
Medium-
velocity 
Low-velocity 0.0013 - - 
Medium-velocity 0.0222 0.8956 - 
High-velocity 0.1369 0. 8956 0. 8956 
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Table S5 Comparisons of specimen completeness in different taxonomic groups. We used Kruskal-Wallis 
rank sum test (χ² (df), p-value) and Pairwise Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests for pairwise comparisons (P-value 
adjustment: fdr). Significant p-values (p< 0.05) are shown in bold. Group sizes were: No-Lepospondyli 
(189), No-Temnospondyli (159), Lepospondyli (13), Temnospondyli (43). 
 Groups 
Kruskal-Wallis test Lissamphibia Others  
  χ² (df) 6.54 (3) 45.93 (3)  
  p-value 0.09 < 0.0001  
Wilcoxon rank-sum test    
 No-Lepospondyli No-Temnospondyli Lepospondyli 
  No-Temnospondyli 0.27 - - 
  Lepospondyli < 0.0001 < 0.0001 - 
  Temnospondyli < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S 6 Comparison of species duration from different environments (for category definitions see Fig. 
1). Groups were stagnant (214), low-velocity (130), medium-velocity (56) and high-velocity (18); lentic 
(216) and lotic (176); low (319) and high (71). We used Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test (χ² (df), p-value) and 
Pairwise Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests for pairwise comparisons (p-value adjustment: fdr). Significant 
differences (p< 0.05) are given in bold. 
 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
Kruskal-Wallis test    
  χ² (df) 17.86 (3) 4.33 (1) 17.27 (1) 
  p-value 0.0005 0.0375 <0.0001 
Wilcoxon rank-sum test 
for level 1 
   
 Stagnant Low-
velocity 
Medium-
velocity 
Low-velocity 0.0568 - - 
Medium-velocity 0.0001 0.1128 - 
High-velocity 0.2385 0.8187 0.5071 
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Table S7 Comparisons of species duration between different taxonomic groups. Groups were 
Allocaudata (11), Urodela (39), Parabatrachia (2), Salientia (80) and No-Temnospondyli (171), No-
Lepospondyli (310), Lepospondyli (39), Temnospondyli (178). We used Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test (χ ² 
(df), p-value) and Pairwise Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests for pairwise comparisons (P-value adjustment: fdr). 
Significant p-values (p< 0.05) are shown in bold. 
Lissamphibia group  
  Kruskal-Wallis test  
      χ²  (df) 12.59 (3)   
    p-value 0.0056   
  Wilcoxon rank-sum test    
 Allocaudata Parabatrachia Salientia 
    Parabatrachia 0.3569 - - 
    Salientia 0.0059 0.5358 - 
    Urodela 0.1717 0.4638 0.1374 
    
Other groups    
  Kruskal-Wallis test    
      χ²  (df) 9.31 (3)   
    p-value 0.0255   
  Wilcoxon rank-sum test    
 No -
Lepospondyli 
No -
Temnospondyli 
Lepospondyli 
    No –Temnospondyli 0.2640 - - 
    Lepospondyli 0.3800 0.2100 - 
    Temnospondyli 0.1770 0.0240 0.9630 
 
Table S8 Observed proportions divided by expected proportions of species occurrences in each 
environment and taxonomic group under the assumption of equal proportions distribution. Results were 
computed using Pearson’s chi-square test. Deviations larger than 20% are shown in bold. 
 
Stagnant 
Low-
velocity 
Medium-
velocity 
High-
velocity 
Others     
  No-Lepospondyli 0.94 1.07 1.07 0.99 
  No-Temnospondyli 1.09 0.76 1.27 0.77 
  Lepospondyli 1.57 0.32 0.36 1.14 
  Temnospondyli 0.91 1.24 0.72 1.24 
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Table S9 Comparisons of durations of species from different environments and groups. We used Kruskal-
Wallis rank sum test (χ² (df), p-value). Significant p-values (p< 0.05) are given in bold. Pairwise 
comparisons for groups with significant differences are displayed in Table S 10. 
 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
Lissamphibia p-value χ²(df) p-value χ² (df) p-value χ² (df) 
  Allocaudata 0.7861 1.1 (3) 0.7843 0.1 (1) 0.8616 0.03 (1) 
  Salientia 0.0025 14.3 (3) 0.0082 6.9 (1) 0.0234 5.14 (1) 
  Urodela 0.0818 5.0 (2) 0.1062 2.6 (1) 0.1017 2.7 (1) 
Others             
  No – Temnospondyli <0.0001 14.2 (3) 0.0014 10.2 (1) 0.0017 9.9 (1) 
  No – Lepospondyli 0.0028 22.4 (3) 0.0649 3.4 (1) 0.0013 14.5 (1) 
  Lepospondyli 0.3673 3.4 (3) 0.9765 0 0.4559 0.6 (1) 
  Temnospondyli 0.5034 2.3 (3) 0.9754 0 0.0530 3.7 (1) 
 
 
 
 
Table S10 P-values for pairwise comparisons of durations in level 1 habitat categories in the groups 
Salientia, No-Lepospondyli and No-Temnospondyli. We used Pairwise Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests with fdr 
p-value adjustment). Significant p-values (p< 0.05) are shown in bold. 
 
No -
Lepospondyli 
No -
Temnospondyli 
Salientia 
Stagnant / low-velocity 0.0859 0.0002 0.0068 
Stagnant / medium-
velocity 
0.0012 0.0002 0.0032 
Stagnant / high-velocity 0.2013 0.5459 0.7064 
Low-velocity / medium-
velocity 
0.2013 0.9849 0.7064 
Low-velocity / high-
velocity 
0.7021 0.5459 0.4837 
Medium-velocity / high-
velocity 
0.7021 0.5459 0.4837 
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 Table S11 Comparison of species geographic ranges from different environments (for category 
definitions see Fig. 1). Groups were stagnant (214), low-velocity (129), medium-velocity (56) and high-
velocity (18); lentic (214) and lotic (175); low (318) and high (71). We used Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test 
(χ² (df), p-value) and Pairwise Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests for pairwise comparisons (p-value adjustment: 
fdr). Significant differences (p< 0.05) are given in bold. 
 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
Kruskal-Wallis test    
  χ² (df) 19.1 (3) 0.42 (1) 19.3 (1) 
  p-value 0.0003 0.5161 < 0.0001 
Wilcoxon rank-sum test 
for level 1 
   
 Stagnant Low-
velocity 
Medium-
velocity 
Low-velocity 0.5858 - - 
Medium-velocity 0.0242 0.0946 - 
High-velocity 0.0004 0.0027 0.1519 
 
 
Table S12 Comparison of species duration from different environments, controlled for geographic range. 
Groups were split according to the geographic range of the species being 1 or more grid cell counts. 
Groups for were stagnant (185|29), low-velocity (110|20), medium-velocity (41|15) and high-velocity 
(9|9); lentic (185|29) and lotic (148|28); low (284|35) and high (49|22). We used Kruskal-Wallis rank 
sum test (χ² (df), p-value) and Pairwise Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests for pairwise comparisons (p-value 
adjustment: fdr). Significant differences (p< 0.05) are given in bold. 
 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
 1 >1 1 >1 1 >1 
Kruskal-Wallis test       
  χ² (df) 14.58 (3) 1.67(3) 6.61 (1) 0.002(1) 6.51 (1) 0.72(1) 
  p-value 0.0022 0.6443 0.0176 0.967 0.0107 0.3958 
Wilcoxon rank-sum test 
for level 1, range = 1 
      
 Stagnant Low-
velocity 
Medium-
velocity 
   
Low-velocity 0.0576 - -    
Medium-velocity 0.0022 0.2244 -    
High-velocity 0.3791 0.2244 0.1413    
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Table S13 Deviation of observed from expected proportions of single-interval species between energetic 
settings according to Pearson's chi-squared test. 
Habitat 
Single-
interval Longer 
Stagnant 1.08 0.70 
Low-velocity 0.97 1.11 
Medium-velocity 0.78 1.87 
High-velocity 0.97 1.11 
 
Table S 14 Comparison of species duration from different environments excluding single-interval species 
(for category definitions see Fig. 1). Groups were stagnant (30), low-velocity (29), medium-velocity (21) 
and high-velocity (4); lentic (30) and lotic (38); low (42) and high (24). We used Kruskal-Wallis rank sum 
test (χ² (df), p-value) and Pairwise Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests for pairwise comparisons (p-value 
adjustment: fdr). Significant differences (p< 0.05) are given in bold. 
 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
Kruskal-Wallis test    
  χ² (df) 3.88 (3) 1.06 (1) 3.77 (1) 
  p-value 0.1808 0.3039 0.0523 
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Figures 
 
Figure S1 Proportion of living families with a fossil record plotted against probability of genus 
preservation (adapted from Figure 1 by Foote & Sepkoski [5]). The red dot shows values for our fossil 
amphibian dataset. 
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 Figure S2 Geographic ranges in number of occupied grid cells for species in different 
environments. Categories and colour coding are as defined in Figure 1. Sample sizes for the 
groups are the same as in Figure 3. The upper panel shows the density distribution of durations 
(bandwidth=2 million years), the lower panel shows the durations as boxplots, with black lines 
indicating the median and coloured areas showing the range between first and third quartiles. 
Significance levels are indicated by one, two and three asterisks representing p-values smaller 
than 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001, respectively. 
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Figure S3 Frequencies of single-interval species in different habitat categories.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S4 Durations of amphibian species excluding single-interval species in different 
environments. Species were grouped into four basic (level 1) and two broader environmental 
categories (level 2 and 3; compare Figure 1 in the manuscript. Sample sizes for groups were: 
stagnant (30), low-velocity (29), medium-velocity (21), high-velocity (4); lentic (30) and lotic 
(38); low (42) and high (24). 
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Intro
This document contains supplementary figures S1-20, tables S1-6, model output files and
results from Kruskal-Wallis rank sum tests as well as Pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum tests. It is
writen with the knitr package (Xie 2014, 2015, 2016) for the R statistical environment (R Core
Team 2017). The entire analysis can be recreated by running knitr::knit() on the Markdown
file ELEtietjeSA1.Rmd. The necessary files are available here (http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
1206123) and in the Git repository: https://github.com/Eryops1/supplement_amphibian_
extinction_risk.
We used R version 3.4.3 (2017-11-30) and the following packages:
loadedNamespaces()
## [1] "maps" "ddalpha" "tidyr" "sfsmisc"
## [5] "splines" "foreach" "gsubfn" "prodlim"
## [9] "dotCall64" "assertthat" "stats4" "sp"
## [13] "grDevices" "DRR" "yaml" "robustbase"
## [17] "ipred" "pillar" "backports" "lattice"
## [21] "glue" "base" "digest" "randomForest"
## [25] "colorspace" "recipes" "gbm" "captioner"
## [29] "htmltools" "Matrix" "plyr" "psych"
## [33] "timeDate" "pkgconfig" "CVST" "broom"
## [37] "caret" "purrr" "scales" "gower"
## [41] "lava" "tibble" "mgcv" "datasets"
## [45] "ggplot2" "withr" "nnet" "lazyeval"
## [49] "mnormt" "proto" "survival" "magrittr"
## [53] "evaluate" "methods" "mice" "nlme"
## [57] "MASS" "dimRed" "foreign" "utils"
## [61] "class" "tools" "stringr" "kernlab"
## [65] "munsell" "bindrcpp" "stats" "compiler"
## [69] "RcppRoll" "rlang" "grid" "simpleboot"
## [73] "iterators" "graphics" "spam" "tcltk"
## [77] "rmarkdown" "boot" "gtable" "ModelMetrics"
## [81] "codetools" "reshape" "reshape2" "R6"
## [85] "lubridate" "gridExtra" "knitr" "dplyr"
## [89] "rgdal" "bindr" "rprojroot" "stringi"
## [93] "parallel" "Rcpp" "fields" "rpart"
## [97] "tidyselect" "DEoptimR"
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Data collection
Extinct species data
Table S1: Variable description for extinct species.
Variable Description
Duration Duration of a species in the fossil record in million years. Time between the
midranges of the oldest and youngest chronostratigraphic stage the species
was observed, rounded to the next million years.
Abundance Four categories for abundance were build based on the minimum number of
individuals (MNI) and specimen counts for each species. MNI and specimen
count data were obtained from the PBDB or literature. Maximum values
were calculated per locality and stage. The final values for each species
represent the maximum value ever shown by one species over space and
time. These maximum values per species were clustered via k-means
clustering into four numeric, ordinal categories (1, 2, 3 and 4). K-means
clustering is a 1-n dimensional approach which tries to minimize the sum of
squares within each cluster, that is the distance between the points and the
center of each cluster. This is accomplished by repeatedly and randomly
setting the position of the centers in the 2-dimensional space, searching for
the optimal solution (Harting & Wong 1979). MNI and specimen counts are
the two dimensions used in this clustering.
Geographic
range
Geographic range size is calculatd as maximum great circle distance
(shortest connection between two points on the surface of a sphere). Great
circle distances were calculated for each species in each stage. The maximum
values ever achieved by a species is used.
Latitudinal
range
Maximum latitudinal range of a species (maximum difference between
paleolatitudes). Ranges were calculated for each species in each stage. The
maximum values ever achieved is used.
Mean
latitude
Mean latitude calculated from all fossil occurrence coordinates of each
species.
Minimum
latitude
Minimum latitude calculated from all fossil occurrence coordinates of each
species.
Body size Maximum snout-vent-length (SVL) of the species. We collected SVL
whenever possible, if not available we collected total length (TL) and
absolute skull length (ASL). To estimate the SVL from TL and ASL, we
created linear regressions that connect SVL, TL and ASL for species where
all or at least two measurements were available. These linear models were
used to calculate the SVL for species from TL or ASL. When measures on
body size where not available, we used the bodysize of a congeneric species.
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Stratigraphic resolution
Figure S1: Stratigraphic resolution of the fossil data. Panel a) shows a histogram of the stage
lengths (n=51). Panel b) shows the number of occurrences in each stage.
Extinct species data summary
Table S2: Summary statistics for the number of occurrences per species.
Variable Value
Average number of occurrences per species 2.44
Minimum number of occurrences per species 1
Maximum number of occurrences per species 116
Figure S2: A map of all amphibian fossil occurrences used in the analysis.
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Figure S3: Boxplot showing the mean latitude of each living and fossil species. Boxplot width
is scaled to sample size of each group (living: 1382, paleo: 354).
Living species data
Abundance data
Table S3: Keywords for text mining the abundance information of the IUCN Red List webpage
for living amphibian species.
Category Keywords Conditioning
1 Not common, fewer than, rare,
uncommon, small, small
population, not abundant
2 Fairly abundant, fairly common,
moderately abundant
3 Abundant, common, large, large
populations
Has to be
assigned first to
allow for
replacement in
cases of “not
common” or
similar
combinations
4 Very abundant, very common
IUCN red list population description get scraped for keywords. All keywords were saved for
each species. Keywords were categorized and species assigned according to their keywords.
In cases of more than one possible assignment, the species gets assigned to the highest
category to account for descriptions of species which are uncommon in xyz, but have large
popuations in suitable habitats.
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Data imputation
Multivariate imputation by chained equations creates multiple imputed datasets depending
on different sampling sets of the other available variables, and takes the mean of these imputed
datasets as finally imputed value. In multiple steps, plausible values are being drawn from
a conditional density distribution that is modelled for each incomplete variable. Imputed
variables subsequently enter the next imputation step. For full details on the algorithm
behaviour see Van Buuren & Groothuis-Oudshoorn (2011). We chose this data imputation
method because it allows for chosing different imputation models for each variable types, as
the body size is a continuous numeric variable, the abundance however is implemented as a
factor, coded as integer. The mice package allows for this distinction.
The goal of our data imputation was to be able to use the maximum number of occurrences
while adding a minimum of noise in the data. The potential influences of data imputation is
difficult to analyse, as the missing data cannot be recovered. Hunt (2017) however show, by
randomly deleting variables from a complete dataset and completing it again with imputation,
that using various multiple data imputation methods achieve around 80% or higher correct
classifications in datasets with two or three different classes. This percentage was independant
of the proportion of missing values in the data (10 to 50%). We thus assume our imputation
method to be comparably effective.
Technical details
The R Code for the data imputation can be found in Tietje_Roedel_2017_model_building_and_prediction.R.
We used the mice::mice() function with settings maxit=20, m=50 and methods “rf” for body
size and “polr” for abundance categories. For comparison with an alternative data imputation
method, we are also imputed data using the rf::rfImpute() function. Following Van Buuren
& Groothuis-Oudshoorn (2011) we ran diagnostic checks on the imputed data by checking
for convergence of the imputing algorithms, plausibility of imputed data, and occurrences of
impossible data. The results are shown in the following figures.
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Figure S4: Convergence of the MICE algorithm for body size and abundance. Plotted are the
mean and standard deviations of the imputed values per iteration. svl = body size, abu_cat =
abundance. For variable explanation see Tab. S1.
Plausibility of the imputed values was checked by comparing density plots of imputed and
observed values.
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Figure S5: Kernel density estimates of the observed data (blue) and the m=50 densities per
variable calculated from the imputed data (red lines) using the MICE algorithm (panel a) and
b) and the randomForest algorithm (c and d).
Imputed and observed values for body size and abundance in each group are shown in the
following figures.
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Figure S6: Imputated values in each taxonomic group. Blue color indicates the imputed
values. Panel a) shows histograms of the body size in mm, panel b) shows the abundance
category data.
Table S4: Percent imputed values in each taxonomic group and variable.
body size abundance
Allocaudata 0.09 0.09
Lepospondyli 0.33 0.13
Parabatrachia 1.00 0.00
Salientia 0.61 0.42
Temnospondyli 0.43 0.22
Urodela 0.46 0.18
Total 0.47 0.26
Imputation summary
Of all occurrences, 53% had some missing data, while only 19% of occurrences were missing
both body size and abundance measure. Imputed values for the two incomplete variables
body size and abundance made up 26% and 47% of those two variables, respectively. Those
proportions varied between the taxonomic groups, with Allocaudata showing the highest
and Salientia the lowest proportions of imputed data (Fig. S6, Tab. S4). The quality control
showed that density plots of observed and imputed values were highly comparable (Fig.
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S5 a and b). Further, we did not find any impossible values (like negative body size) in the
imputed data. Therefore, the quality check suggests that the imputed data is likely reasonable
(Van Buuren & Groothuis-Oudshoorn 2011).
The imputation increased the sample size (number of occurrences we were able to ues in the
model) by 62%, which added to the stability of the model. Additionally, the imputed values
were restricted to the variables abundance and body size, which were of lower importance
for the final model. Therefore the influence of uncertainties introduced by data imputation on
the outcome of the model should have been rather small. This was also reflected by the minor
differences between the GBM fitted on imputed and unimputed data (Fig. S19, S20, Tab. S5).
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Model selection
Due to the nature of the dataset (high skewness and kurtosis of the variables) we applied
three different models to our data to connect traits with the duration of species: Generalized
additive model (GAM), randomForest (rF), and Generalized boosted model (GBM).
The process of selecting the best parameter settings for the models as done in the caret package
(Kuhn et al. 2017) is illustrated in the following Fig. S7:
Figure S7: Model selection process, depicted as flowchart. Each model type (GAM, rF and
GBM) was fitted using cross-validation. The model performance metrics were collected for
each parameter set, finding the best parameter setting for the model.
Generalized additive model
Before adjusting the model parameters, we checked if logging the skewed variables in the
extinct species data results in a better model performance (using default settings). While
logging positively influenced the GAM fitted to the original dataset including missing values
(which simply removes all cases with missing data), it only slighty influenced the GAM fitted
on the imputed dataset. We therefore decided to stick to the unlogged, imputed dataset for
further modelling.
A generalized additive model was fitted to the extinct species dataset using the caret::train()
function. We used 3 separate 10-fold cross validations, meaning the extinct species-dataset
was randomly split into 10 equal sized subsamples, from which 9 subsamples were used as
10
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training data and one was retained as validation data for testing the model. This process was
repeated until each of the subsamples was used once as validation set. The procedure was
repeated 3 times.
Output 1: Console output fitting the gam using caret::train() function.
## Generalized Additive Model using Splines
##
## 354 samples
## 6 predictor
##
## No pre-processing
## Resampling: Cross-Validated (10 fold, repeated 3 times)
## Summary of sample sizes: 319, 318, 319, 319, 319, 318, ...
## Resampling results across tuning parameters:
##
## select RMSE Rsquared MAE
## FALSE 62.42695 0.2980428 12.817146
## TRUE 21.95516 0.2718881 5.682457
##
## Tuning parameter 'method' was held constant at a value of GCV.Cp
## RMSE was used to select the optimal model using the smallest value.
## The final values used for the model were select = TRUE and method = GCV.Cp.
Output 2: Console output for the final gam.
##
## Family: gaussian
## Link function: identity
##
## Formula:
## .outcome ~ s(lat_range) + s(gcd) + s(min_lat) + s(mean_lat) +
## s(svl)
##
## Parametric coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) 1.7994 0.1917 9.384 <2e-16 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Approximate significance of smooth terms:
## edf Ref.df F p-value
## s(lat_range) 7.9139 9 8.412 6.88e-13 ***
## s(gcd) 7.7328 9 12.141 < 2e-16 ***
## s(min_lat) 7.7675 9 41.521 < 2e-16 ***
## s(mean_lat) 7.6842 9 41.645 < 2e-16 ***
## s(svl) 0.8119 9 0.124 0.24
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## R-sq.(adj) = 0.662 Deviance explained = 69.3%
## GCV = 14.35 Scale est. = 13.016 n = 354
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Random Forest
A Random Forest model was fitted to the extinct species dataset using the caret::train()
function. We used 3 separate 10-fold cross validations, meaning the extinct species-dataset
was randomly split into 10 equal sized subsamples, from which 9 subsamples were used as
training data and one was retained as validation data for testing the model. This process was
repeated until each of the subsamples was used once as validation set. The procedure was
repeated 3 times.
Output 3: Console output fitting the rF using caret::train() function.
## Random Forest
##
## 354 samples
## 6 predictor
##
## No pre-processing
## Resampling: Cross-Validated (10 fold, repeated 3 times)
## Summary of sample sizes: 319, 318, 319, 319, 319, 318, ...
## Resampling results across tuning parameters:
##
## mtry RMSE Rsquared MAE
## 2 5.198038 0.2492967 2.402612
## 3 5.260152 0.2498780 2.348284
## 4 5.315078 0.2470060 2.322943
## 5 5.366857 0.2398260 2.332688
## 6 5.393832 0.2365635 2.321819
##
## RMSE was used to select the optimal model using the smallest value.
## The final value used for the model was mtry = 2.
Output 4: Console output for the final rF.
##
## Call:
## randomForest(x = x, y = y, mtry = param$mtry, importance = TRUE, verbose = FALSE)
## Type of random forest: regression
## Number of trees: 500
## No. of variables tried at each split: 2
##
## Mean of squared residuals: 33.52467
## % Var explained: 12.73
12
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Figure S8: Root mean squared error (RMSE) for each cross validation set of different parame-
ters mtry (number of predictor to chose from at each split in the random Forest).
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Figure S9: Variable importance measures for the final randomForest. Left plot: Difference in
percent between the prediction error (mean squared error (MSE)) of the model and the pre-
diction error after permuting each variable while holding all other data constant (%IncMSE).
Differences are normalized by the standard deviation of the differences. Right plot: The total
decrease in node impurity from splitting on the variable, averaged over all trees, measured by
residual sum of squares (IncNodePurity). Variable names on the y-axis are the variables as
used in the model and explained in Table S1.
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Generalized boosted model
A generalized boosted model (GBM) was fitted to the extinct species dataset using the
caret::train() function. We used the same cross-validation procedure to obtain the optimal
tuning parameters as for the GAM and rF.
Output 5: Output fitting the GBM using caret::train() function. For full output run the R
script.
## Stochastic Gradient Boosting
##
## 354 samples
## 6 predictor
##
## No pre-processing
## Resampling: Cross-Validated (10 fold, repeated 3 times)
## Summary of sample sizes: 318, 319, 319, 319, 318, 319, ...
## Resampling results across tuning parameters:
##
## shrinkage interaction.depth n.minobsinnode n.trees RMSE Rsquared
## 0.001 1 5 50 5.516714 0.2717127
## 0.001 1 5 100 5.472123 0.2832056
## 0.001 1 5 150 5.428993 0.2835112
## 0.001 1 5 200 5.391019 0.2823545
## 0.001 1 5 250 5.356412 0.2785768
## 0.001 1 5 300 5.325467 0.2776956
## 0.001 1 5 350 5.296146 0.2785732
## MAE
## 3.052148
## 3.021109
## 2.990499
## 2.962987
## 2.936768
## 2.911829
## 2.887404
## [ reached getOption("max.print") -- omitted 263 rows ]
##
## RMSE was used to select the optimal model using the smallest value.
## The final values used for the model were n.trees = 200, interaction.depth =
## 1, shrinkage = 0.01 and n.minobsinnode = 5.
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Figure S10: Relationship between the Root-mean-squared error (RMSE) of the GBM as estimate
of performance and the tuning parameters: minimum terminal node size (vertical panels),
shrinkage (horizontial panels) and maximum tree depth (legend). Minimum terminal node
size defines the minimum number of observations in the trees terminal nodes, shrinkage is
the learning rate of the model, maximum tree depth is the interaction depth for variables,
with 1 being an additive model.
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Figure S12: Scatterplots of each prediction variable with the response variable for the fossil
species data. Variables are described in detail in Table S1.
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Figure S13: Durations of fossil species as histogram in the main taxonomic groups (a) and
as histogram (b). Number of species per group are: Allocaudata (11), Lepospondyli (39),
Parabatrachia (2), Salientia (80), Tenmospondyli (175), Urodela (39).
There is a slight taxonomic bias on the duration with Allocaudata having longer durations
than Lepospondlyi, Salientia and Temnospondyli. Temnospondyli show shorter duations
than Urodela. Allocaudata and Urodela seem to have slightly longer durations on average.
Output 6: Pairwise comparison output from comparing durations between different taxo-
nomic groups.
##
## Pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon rank sum test
##
## data: extinct.raw$ma_range and extinct.raw$order
##
## Allocaudata Lepospondyli Parabatrachia Salientia Temnospondyli
## Lepospondyli 0.0029 - - - -
## Parabatrachia 0.3965 0.7294 - - -
## Salientia 0.0037 0.4766 0.6697 - -
## Temnospondyli 0.0001 0.9889 0.7294 0.2120 -
## Urodela 0.1839 0.0500 0.5270 0.1145 0.0029
##
## P value adjustment method: fdr
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Adjusting the model for taxonomic differences
To account for differences in model performance between the taxonomic groups, that might be
caused by their slightly differing mean stratigraphic ranges, we analysed model performance
within each group seperately.
Figure S14: Predicted species durations plotted against observed durations for each taxonomic
group. Results are for n=500 repetitions in which the data was randomly split into calibration
and test dataset. The blue curve is a generalized additive model with default settings used in
geom_smooth() of the ggplot2 package, the grey areas are 95% confidence intervals for the
gam. The dashed line is a line through the origin with a slope of 1.
Within Lissamphibia, Salientia seem to be mostly underpredicted in the model, whereas
Urodela durations are switching from being underpredicted for short durations to being
overpredicted for longer durations. These differences between observed and predicted
duration were corrected for in the GBM-CORR predictions (Fig. S20).
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Lissamphibia model
To control for potential further influence of these minor differences, we fitted a GBM to the ex-
tinct species dataset, using lissamphibian species only (Salientia, Urodela and Parabatrachia).
Results are comparable to the GBM on all data in terms of variable importance (Fig. S15) and
error estimates (Fig. S19).
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Figure S15: Relative influence of each variable for the final Lissamphibia GBM. The relative
influence is an importance measure for the influence of each predictor variable in the model.
Values are scaled to match 100%. Variables are described in detail in Table S1.
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No singleton model
Removing all taxa who appear in one single chronostratigraphic stage is a common praxis
in paleontological quantitative data analysis and supposed to reduce the inclusion of false
single-interval species due to bad conversation. Although we doubt that the removal of this
potential bias towards short durations outweighs the bias introduced by dramatic dataset
reduction, accompanied by massive diversity loss, we fitted a model to a subset of our data.
This subset only includes species which have a duration length greater than 0, meaning they
were found in at least two chronostratigraphic stages.
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Figure S16: Relative influence of each variable for the no-single-interval species GBM. The
relative influence is an importance measure for the influence of each predictor variable in the
model. Values are scaled to match 100%. Variables are described in detail in Table S1.
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Null model
To test the Null hypothesis that there is no connection between traits and the survival length,
and therefore extinction risk, of species, we created a null model by fitting the GBM to a
randomized dataset. The only variable which was randomized was the duration, therefore
the other trait combinations stayed as they were to avoid having biological unmeaningful
combinations.
Output 7: Output of the null GBM.
## Stochastic Gradient Boosting
##
## 354 samples
## 6 predictor
##
## No pre-processing
## Resampling: Cross-Validated (10 fold, repeated 3 times)
## Summary of sample sizes: 318, 319, 319, 319, 318, 319, ...
## Resampling results across tuning parameters:
##
## shrinkage interaction.depth n.minobsinnode n.trees RMSE Rsquared
## 0.001 1 5 50 5.654018 0.021974056
## 0.001 1 5 100 5.655204 0.020665476
## 0.001 1 5 150 5.656760 0.017016359
## 0.001 1 5 200 5.658972 0.017744389
## 0.001 1 5 250 5.660760 0.017194330
## 0.001 1 5 300 5.662761 0.016984220
## 0.001 1 5 350 5.665063 0.017423250
## MAE
## 3.084217
## 3.084275
## 3.084732
## 3.085677
## 3.086048
## 3.086237
## 3.086703
## [ reached getOption("max.print") -- omitted 263 rows ]
##
## RMSE was used to select the optimal model using the smallest value.
## The final values used for the model were n.trees = 50, interaction.depth =
## 1, shrinkage = 0.001 and n.minobsinnode = 15.
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Figure S17: Relationship between the Root-mean-squared error (RMSE) of the GBM as estimate
of performance and the tuning parameters: minimum terminal node size (vertical panels),
shrinkage (horizontial panels) and maximum tree depth (legend). Minimum terminal node
size defines the minimum number of observations in the trees terminal nodes, shrinkage is
the learning rate of the model, maximum tree depth is the interaction depth for variables,
with 1 being an additive model.
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Null model bootstrap
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Figure S18: Null GBM bootstrap summaries. A) shows the RMSE values of all 50 null models,
b) shows the maximum R² in each null model fitting, c) shows the predicted medium durations
for the IUCN Red List categories of all 50 null models. The blue lines depict the corresponding
values for RMSE and R² from the full GBM.
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Model comparison
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Figure S19: Model performance distributions for the final model cross validation. Each
model configuration is tested in a 3 times 10-fold cross validation procedure, the results
are displayed here. Sample size is n=30 for each distribution, in accordance with the 3
times 10-fold cross validation procedure. The final model is chosen based on the mean
RMSE values of these distribution. RF = randomForest, GBM_NULL = GBM Null model,
GBM_NO_SINGLES = GBM without single interval species, GBM_NO_IMP = GBM on data
without imputation, GBM_LISS = GBM on Lissamphibia only, GBM = Generalized boosted
model, GAM = Generalized additive model.
Table S5: Model comparison. The average RMSE (Root mean squared error) and R² including
their standard deviations (SD) associated with the optimal tuning parameters across the
resamples from cross validation. N=30 for each model, like in Fig. S19.
RMSE R² RMSE SD R² SD
GBM 5.04 2.79 0.26 0.23
GBM no imputation 5.93 3.65 0.22 0.24
GBM Lissamphibia 4.86 3.48 0.32 0.30
GBM Null model 5.65 2.61 0.02 0.03
random Forest 5.20 2.58 0.25 0.25
GBM no single interval species 10.02 5.99 0.22 0.27
GAM 21.96 20.20 0.27 0.27
In terms of RMSE, the only model being significantly different from the others was the model
excluding all single interval taxa, which was not surprising given the much lower sample
size. The R² value of the null model differed significantly from all other models.
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Output 8: Model comparison t-Test.
##
## Call:
## summary.diff.resamples(object = difValues, round = 2)
##
## p-value adjustment: fdr
## Upper diagonal: estimates of the difference
## Lower diagonal: p-value for H0: difference = 0
##
## MAE
## GBM GBM_NO_IMP GBM_LISS RF GBM_NULL GAM
## GBM -1.0920 -0.2444 0.1701 -0.5105 -3.1098
## GBM_NO_IMP 0.001857 0.8476 1.2621 0.5815 -2.0178
## GBM_LISS 0.426580 0.012074 0.4144 -0.2661 -2.8654
## RF 0.412882 7.525e-05 0.145852 -0.6806 -3.2798
## GBM_NULL 0.011968 0.071834 0.334138 0.003172 -2.5993
## GAM 0.001511 0.020294 0.001857 0.000273 0.004350
## GBM_NO_SINGLES 1.389e-06 1.001e-05 1.623e-06 6.617e-07 1.924e-06 0.052298
## GBM_NO_SINGLES
## GBM -5.2262
## GBM_NO_IMP -4.1341
## GBM_LISS -4.9818
## RF -5.3962
## GBM_NULL -4.7157
## GAM -2.1164
## GBM_NO_SINGLES
##
## RMSE
## GBM GBM_NO_IMP GBM_LISS RF GBM_NULL GAM
## GBM -0.8913 0.1849 -0.1567 -0.6110 -16.9138
## GBM_NO_IMP 0.4704483 1.0762 0.7346 0.2803 -16.0225
## GBM_LISS 0.8471417 0.4486286 -0.3416 -0.7960 -17.0988
## RF 0.8471417 0.4881829 0.7882626 -0.4543 -16.7571
## GBM_NULL 0.5185537 0.8363928 0.4620276 0.6192691 -16.3028
## GAM 0.0007052 0.0007052 0.0007052 0.0007052 0.0007052
## GBM_NO_SINGLES 0.0013219 0.0030928 0.0009961 0.0007052 0.0010864 0.0059675
## GBM_NO_SINGLES
## GBM -4.9740
## GBM_NO_IMP -4.0827
## GBM_LISS -5.1589
## RF -4.8172
## GBM_NULL -4.3629
## GAM 11.9399
## GBM_NO_SINGLES
##
## Rsquared
## GBM GBM_NO_IMP GBM_LISS RF GBM_NULL GAM
## GBM 0.039199 -0.065800 0.012810 0.233964 -0.009782
## GBM_NO_IMP 0.8273996 -0.104999 -0.027066 0.194765 -0.049657
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## GBM_LISS 0.7666365 0.4836255 0.064931 0.299764 0.042340
## RF 0.9030371 0.8273996 0.8273996 0.226103 -0.022591
## GBM_NULL 7.634e-05 0.0008001 7.634e-05 0.0001940 -0.248694
## GAM 0.9260584 0.8273996 0.8273996 0.8273996 0.0001940
## GBM_NO_SINGLES 0.8273996 0.9260584 0.5143430 0.9030371 0.0014623 0.8273996
## GBM_NO_SINGLES
## GBM 0.032601
## GBM_NO_IMP -0.006599
## GBM_LISS 0.098401
## RF 0.019881
## GBM_NULL -0.201364
## GAM 0.042473
## GBM_NO_SINGLES
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Figure S20: Predicted durations of living species based on all build models. Note that the
predicted durations of the GAM have been square-root transformed for better visibility, as the
range of durations was much larger than for the other models. GBM = Generalized boosted
model, GBM-NO_IMP = GBM on data without imputation, GBM_NULL = GBM Null model,
GAM = Generalized additive model, RF = randomForest, GBM_LISS = GBM on Lissamphibia
only, GBM_NO_SINGLES = GBM without single interval species, GBM-CORR = GBM with
taxonomic bias correction (Fig. S14).
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Statistical analysis of the prediction results
The pairwise comparisons of predicted values per group of IUCN Red List extinction risk
category are depicted in the following output files.
Output 9: Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test and Pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum test console outputs
for the gam.
##
## Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test
##
## data: res$predict.gam and res$Red.List.status
## Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 368.34, df = 7, p-value < 2.2e-16
##
## Pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon rank sum test
##
## data: as.numeric(res$predict.gam) and res$Red.List.status
##
## DD LC NT VU EN CR EW
## LC 1.3e-15 - - - - - -
## NT 0.01767 5.1e-12 - - - - -
## VU 0.55831 < 2e-16 0.00079 - - - -
## EN 0.00679 < 2e-16 0.00014 0.54427 - - -
## CR 0.04830 < 2e-16 0.00066 0.85147 0.27342 - -
## EW 0.96205 0.30050 0.84154 0.85147 0.55831 0.55831 -
## EX 0.87223 0.04830 0.61962 0.88826 0.76062 0.85147 1.00000
##
## P value adjustment method: fdr
Output 10: Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test and Pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum test console outputs
for the rF.
##
## Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test
##
## data: res$predict.rf and res$Red.List.status
## Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 746.55, df = 7, p-value < 2.2e-16
##
## Pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon rank sum test
##
## data: res$predict.rf and res$Red.List.status
##
## DD LC NT VU EN CR EW
## LC < 2e-16 - - - - - -
## NT 2.6e-14 3.6e-16 - - - - -
## VU 2.5e-07 < 2e-16 7.4e-07 - - - -
## EN 0.02173 < 2e-16 9.2e-15 4.7e-05 - - -
## CR 0.35076 < 2e-16 < 2e-16 3.5e-13 1.6e-05 - -
## EW 0.87025 0.03271 0.10943 0.31451 0.62282 0.63518 -
## EX 0.31451 0.00048 0.00504 0.02740 0.13439 0.35076 0.87025
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##
## P value adjustment method: fdr
Output 11: Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test and Pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum test console outputs
for the GBM.
##
## Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test
##
## data: res$predict.gbm1 and res$Red.List.status
## Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 734.79, df = 7, p-value < 2.2e-16
##
## Pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon rank sum test
##
## data: res$predict.gbm1 and res$Red.List.status
##
## DD LC NT VU EN CR EW
## LC < 2e-16 - - - - - -
## NT 2.0e-10 < 2e-16 - - - - -
## VU 7.9e-05 < 2e-16 9.7e-06 - - - -
## EN 0.34523 < 2e-16 1.4e-13 1.9e-05 - - -
## CR 0.17458 < 2e-16 < 2e-16 1.8e-09 0.00752 - -
## EW 0.32261 0.03365 0.09321 0.18873 0.32063 0.62102 -
## EX 0.05961 0.00043 0.00261 0.01152 0.04602 0.12650 0.59259
##
## P value adjustment method: fdr
Output 12: Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test and Pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum test console outputs
for the GBM on Lissamphibia.
##
## Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test
##
## data: res$predict.gbm.liss and res$Red.List.status
## Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 789.38, df = 7, p-value < 2.2e-16
##
## Pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon rank sum test
##
## data: res$predict.gbm.liss and res$Red.List.status
##
## DD LC NT VU EN CR EW
## LC < 2e-16 - - - - - -
## NT < 2e-16 < 2e-16 - - - - -
## VU 7.1e-12 < 2e-16 6.9e-06 - - - -
## EN 0.00077 < 2e-16 < 2e-16 6.1e-11 - - -
## CR 0.43395 < 2e-16 < 2e-16 < 2e-16 2.7e-08 - -
## EW 0.46541 0.02305 0.03351 0.04943 0.08848 0.46541 -
## EX 0.31384 0.00036 0.00205 0.01338 0.17335 0.43395 0.85714
##
## P value adjustment method: fdr
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Output 13: Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test and Pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum test console outputs
for the GBM on the subset without single-interval species.
##
## Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test
##
## data: res$predict.gbm.nosingles and res$Red.List.status
## Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 194.88, df = 7, p-value < 2.2e-16
##
## Pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon rank sum test
##
## data: res$predict.gbm.nosingles and res$Red.List.status
##
## DD LC NT VU EN CR EW
## LC 0.22917 - - - - - -
## NT 0.91852 2.8e-10 - - - - -
## VU 0.21681 < 2e-16 0.00017 - - - -
## EN 0.04342 < 2e-16 1.2e-05 0.04342 - - -
## CR 0.30690 0.00057 0.15248 0.83872 0.22227 - -
## EW 0.21831 0.04679 0.05977 0.05977 0.09672 0.16662 -
## EX 0.70278 0.49778 0.47507 0.21831 0.17457 0.33949 0.25397
##
## P value adjustment method: fdr
Output 14: Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test and Pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum test console outputs
for the null model.
##
## Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test
##
## data: res$predict.gbm.null and res$Red.List.status
## Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 72.278, df = 7, p-value = 5.113e-13
##
## Pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon rank sum test
##
## data: res$predict.gbm.null and res$Red.List.status
##
## DD LC NT VU EN CR EW
## LC 0.01326 - - - - - -
## NT 0.17509 0.79977 - - - - -
## VU 0.88359 0.00034 0.09811 - - - -
## EN 0.90963 3.4e-05 0.08966 0.90963 - - -
## CR 0.08966 3.3e-11 0.00068 0.09811 0.04727 - -
## EW 0.11502 0.21762 0.36991 0.17509 0.13233 0.09086 -
## EX 0.88359 0.74059 0.88359 0.88359 0.88359 0.47332 0.32105
##
## P value adjustment method: fdr
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Potentially misclassified species
Using our model to identify potential misclassifications in the IUCN Red List assignments
could help focusing the limited conservation actions to the right species. However, a clas-
sification is proving difficult as our model is a numerical model, not a classfication model.
Therefore, a species that is indeed falsely classified within the Red List will likely show up
with an unusually long or short predicted duration in this category, as we predict durations,
but not cateogries.
While there are more ways to identify potential misclassification, we chose the simplest one
and defined a misclassfication as a species whos duration plots outside the whiskers of the
predicted duration boxplots in each catergory (Fig. 3); that is durations either larger than the
third quartile + 1.5 * IQR, or shorter than the first quartile - 1.5 * IQR. The following table (Tab.
S6) summarizes these potential misclassifications for each Red List status.
Table S6: Number of potentially misclassified species in the IUCN Red List. Misclassifications
were defined as statistical outliers, as seen in the prediction boxplots (Fig. 3).
DD LC NT VU EN CR EW EX
Longer 13 0 0 19 42 10 0 0
Shorter 15 0 0 0 44 0 0 0
Total 66 740 98 151 192 128 2 5
Longer % 20 0 0 13 22 8 0 0
Shorter % 23 0 0 0 23 0 0 0
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Intro
This is an R Markdown document which produces the supplement as output. To run the
present file you need to run the MS3_5.Rmd file first to create the workspace.RData file, or
download that workspace.RData file.
This document contains all supplementary material.
This document is writen with the knitr package (Xie 2014, 2015, 2016) for the R statistical
environment R Core Team (2018). The entire analysis can be recreated by running knitr::knit().
The analysis and data files can be accessed in the Git repository: https://github.com/
Eryops1/. . . .
We used R version 3.4.4 (2018-03-15) and the following packages:
loadedNamespaces()
## [1] "Rcpp" "pillar" "compiler" "captioner"
## [5] "plyr" "methods" "utils" "tools"
## [9] "grDevices" "rpart" "digest" "evaluate"
## [13] "tibble" "gtable" "lattice" "rlang"
## [17] "Matrix" "yaml" "parallel" "gbm"
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## [21] "proto" "gridExtra" "stringr" "knitr"
## [25] "graphics" "datasets" "stats" "rprojroot"
## [29] "grid" "nnet" "reshape" "mice"
## [33] "base" "tcltk" "survival" "gsubfn"
## [37] "rmarkdown" "ggplot2" "magrittr" "backports"
## [41] "scales" "htmltools" "MASS" "splines"
## [45] "randomForest" "colorspace" "stringi" "lazyeval"
## [49] "munsell"
Isotope data
Isotope data composition and gradient
The oxygen isotope composition of calcitic fossils is to date the temporally most-resolved
and robust climate record for the Phanerozoic. Splicing of low-latitude oxygen isotope data
obtained from brachiopod, belemnite and bivalve with planktonic foraminiferal δ18O for a
Phanerozoic reference frame is a best effort to gauge long-term climatic changes, for two
reasons; 1) the pre-Cretaceous sediment record consists almost exclusively out of shelf and
epeiric sea deposits of shallow water depth, and 2) Veizer & Prokoph (2015) showed that
systematic δ18O offsets between those fossils groups are relatively small comparative to the
overall scatter in the dataset. In a similar sense, the influence of preferential 16O storage
in icecaps, with a ~1 per mill offset between a glaciated and an ice-free world, would only
be marginal in comparison to the overall data-spread of several per mill. This tropical δ18O
record of uniform water depth is therefore sensitive to climate change over a vast area of the
Earth. The tropics are, furthermore, sensitive to changes which can have a far-reaching effect
on the rest of the globe (Chiang 2009), and thus this record provides an important diagnostic
tool to test the effect of climate on amphibian extinction risk.
The meridional δ18O gradient clearly stands-out from the scatter of the long-term δ18O record
with a several per mill offset between low- and high latitudes during the Early Cretaceous
and during much of the Cenozoic. Although meridional energy transport nowadays results in
a strong latitudinal temperature gradient, the mechanism(s) of energy transport might have
varied through time (Hay & DeConto 1999). For example, it has been postulated that Late
Cretaceous meridional seawater overturning was forced by a low-latitude haline-controlled
circulation as opposed to a high-latitude deep water formation, which is intimately tied to
sea-ice formation in the Cenozoic. In such a uniform warm world, higher levels of humidity
in the atmosphere could have transported energy as latent heat in order to maintain the
energy balance between low- and high latitudes (Hay & DeConto 1999). This notion is
in accordance with the discrepancy between a lower tropical temperature trend and the
almost absent meridional temperature gradient during the Late Cretaceous, suggestive of
uniform temperatures from pool-to-equator. This observation stipulates the importance of
also using meridional δ18O gradients in assessing the effect of species geographic range size
on extinction risk, as long-term tropical δ18O trends might not in all climatic configurations
be as informative in regard to spatial environmental gradients.
The two temperature proxies we used in this study align well with current understanding of
climatic trends throughout the Phanerozoic (Prokoph & Veizer 1999). The tropics are sensitive
to changes which can have a far-reaching effect on the rest of the globe (Chiang 2009), and
thus this record provides an important diagnostic tool to test the effect of climate on biotic
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variables. Additionally, we used meridional δ18O gradients in assessing the effect of species
geographic range size on extinction risk, as long-term tropical δ18O trends might not in all
climatic configurations be as informative in regard to spatial environmental gradients.
Correlation of deep and surface water
Deep and surface water oxygen isotope values are strongly correlated (Spearmans rho= 0.69,
p<0.001).
Figure S1: Oxygen isotope values from Prokoph & Veizer 2015, showing deep water oxygen
values (classic Zachos curve) and surface values from planctic organisms.
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Geographic range size and climate data
Figure S2: a) Geographic range sizes of 354 amphibian species. Geographic range size was
calculated as maximum great circle distance of a species ever achieved over its lifespan. Range
size was plotted at the mean age of the corresponding species lifespan. b) Geographic range
sizes averaged in each geological Period. There is no significant differences between the
Periods.
Figure S3: Mean temperature trend for the Phanerozoic depicted as oxgen isotope data from
Prokov&Veizer 2015. Values are bootstrapped moving window means of tropical oxygen
isotope values.
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Geographic range size and latitudinal temperature gradient
Geographic range size was correlated to the temperature gradient (rho= -0.33, p<0.01). This
correlation has shown to be stable in cross-validation via bootstrap (figure S3). Cross-
validation was performed by repeatedly calculating the correlation on subsets of the data
(n=1000, leaving out one third of the data in each subsample).
Figure S4: a) Geographic range size of species with the corresponding temperature gradient
values at the mean time of the species occurrence. Geographic range sizes are maximum
great circle distances, temperature gradient values are differences between high and low
paleolatitude oxygen isotope values. Blue line depicts a generalized additive model to
show the general trend in the data, grey areas depict the standard error. b) Variation in the
correlation of geographic range size and the temperature gradient, assessed with repeated
subsampling (leaving out 1/3 of the data in each repetition, n=1000). Correlation was assessed
using Spearmans rank correlation.
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